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THE DEL & LARRY BLAND
COLLECTION
of 1794 Cents

Remembering Del Bland
by Larry Bland

First and foremost on our behalf and on our family’s behalf,
we would like to thank the EAC and ANS and everybody
really, all the people over the years that we met as part
of his life. My dad was born in Orange, Texas to an
alligator trapper, and we were born and raised in San
Jose, California in the late 1960s… which may be
the root cause of all this…
We were born in Kaiser Memorial in San
Jose. My father, that I will call “Big O”, was
traveling around the country building his
coin business as we came to understand, while
my mom had the three of us boys back in San
Jose. A great memory we had from back then
was simply going to the Giant’s games or most
notably the Warriors games. We ran around the
stadium while Big O took stats. He was a statistician for the Warriors at that time.
Basketball, I think you all know, was also a big passion for him. There were so many
great personalities that we met over the years.
(Jack Beymer) In the early 60’s, I started seeing Del at all the coin shows. We became friends. He was a very
conservative grader so I was always anxious to see his coins and bought many from him. I displayed them in
his envelopes and there were so many in my case people weren’t sure what handwriting was his and which
was mine.
Some may not know, but our parents were separated when we were very young. I was seven
or eight years old. The travel and long absences proved challenging to say the least for my
mom so we, the 3 of us and my mom, headed back to her family in Jersey City, NJ. We went with our
mother to the East Coast, my father stayed on the west coast. But we saw him every summer. We went
out to the west coast. He basically picked us up at the airport and we traveled around the country in a car
chasing coins, chasing books, chasing things for hobbies, all sorts of things. My mom sent him letters of
instructions. I’m not sure Big O ever read a single one of those letters.
(Anthony Terranova) So, in the early 70s I would see these guys gathered at one of the tables at a show. Jack Beymer’s
probably and Del and Gordon Wrubel and Jack and all the guys would be grading coins. They’d argue about the grade
and then at the end, Del would decide. Then they might discuss the price. Two coins might be the same grade, but one
was nicer. That’s when I learned the price is the grade.
Those summers were filled with adventure. We would circle the country traveling to conventions, auctions,
and most importantly, meeting the very unique characters of the coin business.
We did that all summer for three months. We slept either in the car (Firebird or Gray Ghost Cadillac)
which we loved to do, a “flea bag” motel or simply drove all night. We were ten, eleven years old. It was

great. There was not a river that we crossed that we did not jump or swim in.
The driving part was the core of the fun for us. We were driving on his lap at the ages of 6-8, we would all take
turns on his lap. When we reached the ripe age of 10, we would be on our own with Big O at our side. When we
hit eleven, we were fully on our own. He drove in the cities; we drove everywhere else. It was always “who was
going to scratch Big O’s head (he just loved that as do I) while the other 2 of us drove the car. He would nod off in
seconds and we were on our own…at all speeds…Tickets in 5 states, none of which were paid and warrants may
still be outstanding.
It was through all of these days of traveling that we saw seemingly everything. He made sure we went to everything
there was to see. The arches of St. Louis, Judge Roy Bean courthouse, Pecos, Dodge City, Vegas, Reno, New
Orleans, plus all the major cities.
Staying up all night in a hotel room at the Atlanta ANA (think 1977) negotiating what seemed like hundreds of
coins to Bob Shalowitz for one 1794 he desperately wanted. All night backgammon with Bill Raymond, countless
conversations with Walter Breen, to name a few people and places. Running around with the Gordon Wrubel
family, stopping in Boulder to visit Steve Tebo ….
That went on until the middle, late seventies. At that point in time he started his research and that summer trip
suddenly became….Well, we had a U-haul attached to us. So, we went to all the cities in the country where my
Dad knew someone. We’d be in Dallas, in Seattle, in D.C. filling up this U-haul with books and catalogs. Then
we’d bring it all the way back at the end of the summer to the Seattle area. To us it was great ! We enjoyed it, we
loved it.
We were like a traveling revival and Penny Whimsey was our Bible.
(Bob Klosterboer) My first memory of Del was during the Jack Robinson sale which was the first major copper auction of my
young collecting life. During a break in the auction this very large, white-haired man came up to me and asked me my name
and bidder number. Not knowing for sure how to respond I gave him the information. He then told me he kept track of where
all the coins went to keep the provenance complete. I thought that was about as cool as anything: that the coins in my collection
were being tracked.
(Chris McCawley) I first met Del Bland in the early 80s at one
of the Superior Auctions. Of course, I had already heard of him.
And he was an imposing figure: about 6’5” with an athletic build
and white hair; movie star like in appearance. More importantly, I
noticed that when he had something to say, every one listened. I was
working closely with Jack Robinson (another of the all time greats)
at that time and even Jack deferred to Del’s opinion. (A deference
as rare as a mint state 94). Del should have been an intimidating
person, but he was in many ways the opposite. He was curious about
everything and everyone. His personality drew people to him and
welcomed them in.
We didn’t really think it was that unusual until we got back to the New York City area and tried to explain to our
friends what our summers were like. They thought we were kind of nuts.
Anyway, that was our youth. Our father was great. The three of us didn’t really get deep into coins then. In part,
we had our own lives going on which he was involved in. We played a lot of basketball with him over the years
which he loved and believe me he could hold his own.

(Bob Grelllman) I met Del at the 1979 EAC Convention in Cocoa Beach, FL. Although at that time I had been collecting
large cents for nearly 25 years, I quickly realized I had a lot more to learn. And Del was a great instructor. The most significant
thing Del instilled in me was the importance of provenance. It was his passion. In the decades that followed we spent hours on
the phone sharing provenance information from the M & G, Superior, and Goldberg auctions I had catalogued. And Del shared
his notes with me so we both had the most accurate information available. I miss those calls----and I miss my very tall mentor.
(Bob Klosterboer) I remember seeing Del a few times at EAC conventions when I was first starting out and he always seemed to
have a middle date rarity that I needed. Each time I asked about or purchased one of these coins I was entertained by a story on
where the coin had come from, any provenance and why Del had had the coin. Usually, there was something special about the die
state or the collector that he had gotten it from. I always left with more than the coin; I had the story.
(Jeff Gresser) I first met Del at the Robbie Brown sale in
1986. We both shared a love for basketball which gave us
a common link outside of large cents. I discovered that he
kept incredible notes on sales and provenance on the round
brown cents. One day I asked if he had any early catalogs
that I could purchase. Del responded a few days later with
a couple of neatly packed boxes which he shipped to me in
Las Vegas; this was in 1990. In the front cover of every
catalog was a hand written sheet of paper telling who
the consignor was and any pertinent information that he
deemed necessary. Any time I needed to find information,
Del was there. He will always be a part of the long journey
that I have had in the world of early copper.
In 2000, I started to get a little bit involved in coins. I had just got married at that time to a lovely Italian woman
from Long Island who is a very special breed if you haven’t ever met one……My brother, Gary, and I went to the
Philly ANA that year. I had bought three or four large cents for maybe ten thousand dollars. I purchased each of
these coins under Big O’s advisement and the next leg of the life journey with him was on.. But when I got home
and showed my wife, she was like, “What are you doing? Are you crazy?” (We had just bought a house), but that
was only the beginning of my collecting and it kind of aggregated from there.
It was interesting to actually see that side of Big O. I came to understand the business a bit more. The auctions
were a great deal of fun. It went like this: He would review and detail the catalog, and I would go, “sounds good
to me. I know you love these 4 coins, but I only have x amount.” To which he would reply, “no problem.”
After the auction he would call, “How good is your relationship with your wife these days? Good news is we have
3 of the 4. Bad news is you might need a new wife.”
That’s really how he talked. “There’s many great women out there, but only a limited number of great coins.” All
right, I think he was kidding. Obviously, we were having fun. But, it is truly funny in hindsight. Hence, I came to
understand why Big O had had 5 wives……But it also helped me understand a little bit more about how much
he loved his coins.
(Dennis Loring) I knew Del for nearly fifty years. First, he was a prodigious eater. His idea of a meal was a two pound steak
followed by a quart of ice cream. He loved to drive everywhere, but if you put him behind the wheels of a car it morphed into a low
flying plane. There was no one like Del in his dedication in tracing down the pedigree or chain of ownership of a coin. For this we
owe him a great debt. Words to describe Del: he was indefatigable, honest to a fault, a truth teller in the greatest sense of the word.

(Chris McCawley) Del had a very rare ability to communicate with people; maybe what today you
would call “no mercy, no malice.” You were going to hear the truth from Del and it might sting a
little (especially about the grade of a coin), but it never was expressed in a demeaning way. Del was
an unquestioned authority. But also a person of good will. He was just a lover of coins.
Every time he would talk about a coin he’d go,” Next auction we’re going to buy this
coin,” and I’d say, “Well, we don’t want to spend more than this amount of money” And
he’d come back and say, “We spent a little more than you asked for, but guess what ?
We bought two coins!” So, anyway, this is how it played out up and through the most
recent years.
(Chris McCawley) In 1986 I discovered what looked to be a new variety of 1801 cent. A new
reverse die with a dramatic die failure and the obverse an 1801 S-219. I conferred with the big brains like Tom Reynolds and
Doug Bird at some length revisiting every possible die combination before showing it to Del. I remember vividly Del sitting at
a table at the Long Beach Convention where I nervously handed him the coin. He looked at the obverse immediately saying the
obverse is 219. He flipped it over, looked at the reverse, put a glass on it, and pronounced, “ I haven’t seen this before. You have
a new one. “ So, in less than a minute an attribution and authentication from an unimpeachable source. We don’t really have
that any more. We will probably never have it again.
It was truly a pleasure, a great life to be a part of, and again thank you everyone for everything you have done for
him. Though my dad has passed, the legacy of these coins to me is not just the coins. It’s the people, places, and
the great stories that follow these coins. The coins are great to me, and I ‘m sure to others, but truth be told, the
legacy to me is what it brought to me, my brothers, and even my own wife and family of 3 kids. The adventure
continues as I like to say. We have traveled to 29 national parks, still travel out West. Still visit the Pacific
Northwest. And proud to say each of my kids has participated
in driving prior to having a license!
I hope I have given you an idea of how great it was to be Del
Bland’s son. I hope you guys get as much pleasure from these
coins as my dad and I.
(Chuck Heck) I have many fond memories of Del. But the one that
resonates most often with me took place during the EAC convention
that was held in Portland, OR. A group of us decided to go to dinner
downtown. Del was hanging around our table with Dan Trollan
and me. Some small talk was made and Del said he had no plans for
dinner, so I told him to come with us.
At the restaurant, Del sat across from Karyn and me and we talked
the whole night about many things. After returning to the hotel,
Del pulled me over and said these exact words: “Chuck, thanks for
including me.”
The man who never asked for a nickel for the invaluable information he provided; the man who gave so much—“Thanks for
including me.”
No, Del, thanks for including us.
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LOT 500 1794 S-17a R5- Head and Edge of 1793 NGC Graded VF35. Glossy tan and light brown delicately woodgrained with
darker steel brown toning on the obverse. The surfaces are smooth and the eye appeal of this cent is excellent. The notable
marks are a few thin, barely visible planchet striations on the cap (as struck), a minor rim bruise under the 4 in the date, and
a small rim nick over the B in LIBERTY. One of the smoothest planchets seen for a variety that is plagued by planchet flaws,
and those flaws are often quite severe. Later die state, Breen state III, with a radial die crack left of the L in LIBERTY and a
very strong crack at the end of the pole that created a shelf in the surface, lower below the crack, higher above. A premium
example of this tough variety. Graded VF30 and tied for CC#3 honors in the Bland and Noyes census lists, Noyes photo
#20003. Our grade is VF30. The finest example resides in the ANS Collection, and all the top pieces have some planchet
flaws. A great cent that comes with a great provenance. Certificate #6357150-002.
Discovered in England in 1950-Henry Grunthal 1951-Dr. William H. Sheldon 1970-Dorothy I. Paschal 3/1977-R. E. Naftzger, Jr. (via
Stack’s) 2/23/1992-Eric Streiner 3/1992-Denis W. Loring 8/14/1993-Dr. Robert A. Schuman 5/28/1994 -Dr. Allen Bennett 1/2001-Walter
J. Husak, Heritage Auctions 2/15/2008:2017-Daniel W. Trollan 2/17/2017-Larry A. Bland Collection
9

Saturday, September 3rd, 2022 6:00PM CST

BEAUTIFUL 1794 S-17A HEAD OF 1793

NICELY PEDIGREED S-17A

Large Cents

LOT 501 1794 S-17a R5- Head and Edge of 1793 NGC VF Details Burnished. Glossy olive brown and steel with a subtle streak
of slightly lighter toning from the temple to the shoulder. Mostly smooth but a glass reveals extremely faint roughness under
the attractive glossy toning. The only notable marks are a very shallow planchet lamination meandering through the top
of STATE and a thin diagonal planchet fissure under the T in CENT into the ribbon below (both as struck). The date and
legends are all strong and the edge lettering is bold. A very nice mid-grade example of a die variety that nearly always comes
with planchet flaws and/or environmental damage. Later die state, Breen state III (similar to but slightly earlier than the
preceding example). The die crack at the end of the pole is strong and the field below this crack is lower than that above.
The radial die crack left of the L in LIBERTY is faint but present. Graded F12 by Del Bland and tied for CC#9 in his census.
Our grade is net F12 as well. Comes with a great provenance that includes many very significant large cent collections that
were formed over the last century. Certificate #6357149-014.
Ex Virgil M. Brand-Carl Wurtzbach 1947-Dr. William H. Sheldon 4/19/1972-R. E. Naftzger, Jr.-John W. Adams 5/1975-Del N. BlandJack H. Robinson 3/20/1987-Del N. Bland 9/1/1987-Jack H. Robinson-Douglas F. Bird (via Denis W. Loring) 4/1999-Robert C. Clark,
2000 ANA Sale (Bowers & Merena):213 (as F15)-Larry A. Bland Collection (includes the last lot ticket)
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LOT 502 1794 S-19b R4 Head of 1793, Edge of 1794 PCGS graded AU53, CAC Approved. Glossy olive and dark steel brown
with frosty lighter steel brown in protected areas on both sides, mostly on the obverse. No spots, stains, or contact marks.
A very nice example of the Head of 1793 type with smooth surfaces and virtually no defects. The best identifying marks
are a very thin planchet void at the top of the cap and a microscopic and a very dull pinprick under the right foot of the T in
LIBERTY. Neither mark is visible to the unaided eye. M-LDS, Breen state II early. The first wave under the cap is clear and
the second wave down from the left bottom of the cap is just starting to appear. This cent is plated in the 1923 Chapman
reference on the cents of 1794 (Obverse as “2”, Reverse as “2. R.1”), and it is the plate coin for the variety in the 1991 Noyes
reference on the cents of 1793-1814. Graded EF45 net EF40 and tied for CC#1 in the Noyes census, his photo #21845.
Bland says EF40 and tied for CC#1. Our grade is EF40. A superb example of the Head of 1793 type, and it comes with
a very nice provenance. The attribution and Naftzger-Reynolds provenance are noted on the PCGS Secure label. Certificate
#35519.53/32788983
Ex (supposedly Dr. Thomas Hall-Virgil M. Brand)-Carl Wurtzbach-Dr. George P. French 3/21/1929-B. Max Mehl 1929 FPL, lot 20T. James Clark 1944-Dr. William H. Sheldon 4/19/1972-R. E. Naftzger, Jr. (via Stack’s) 2/23/1992-Eric Streiner-Dennis Mendelson
10/1992-Thomas D. Reynolds Collection, McCawley & Grellman Auctions/Goldbergs 1/31/2016:12-Larry A. Bland Collection (includes
the Goldberg lot ticket)
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Saturday, September 3rd, 2022 6:00PM CST

EQUAL FINEST S-19B HEAD OF 1793

THE SARTORIS-ADAMS S-20B

Large Cents

LOT 503 1794 S-20b R5 Head of 1793, Edge of 1794 NGC XF Detail Reverse Corrosion. Sharpness VF25 but the reverse is
covered with very fine granularity under mostly glossy light chocolate brown and steel toning. No verdigris, just minor
marks including a very thin planchet fissure at the bottom of the cap, a dull tick in the field off the end of the nose, and a
small pinprick under the I in AMERICA. MDS, Breen state II early, with a subtle wave across the obverse from the middle
of the cap to the dentils before the chin. Graded VF20 and tied for CC#8 in the Del Bland census. Noyes says VF25
net F15 and tied for CC8, his photo #32991. Our grade is net F15+. Comes with a very nice provenance. Certificate
#6357149-005.
Ex John P. Young, Barney Bluestone #88, 7/7/1945:650-Dr. Kenneth J. Sartoris 5/1972-Del N. Bland-John W. Adams-Del N. BlandDr. Robert A. Schuman-Myles Z. Gerson-Dr. Edward R. “Ned” Bush-Del N. Bland 3/25/1984-Dr. George E. Ewing, Jr. (via Darwin
B. Palmer, Jr.)-Daniel Trollan 3/1997-Walter J. Husak (via Del N. Bland) 2/12/1998-Larry A. Bland Collection (includes the Schuman,
Trollan, and Bland collection envelopes)
16
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LOT 504 1794 S-22 R1 NGC graded MS62 Brown. Choice glossy medium brown and light chocolate with faint hints of brick
red undertones in protected areas. Mint frost covers the fields and protected areas. A beautiful, nearly flawless example
of a very lightly worn 1794 cent. The best identifying marks are a tiny, barely visible tick on the rim under the end of the
pole, a microscopic planchet void on the lower part of the 7, a faint hairline scratch in the field close to the forehead, and a
microscopic planchet chip in the center of the pole. None of these marks is visible without the aid of a good glass and the
eye appeal of the cent is superb. LDS, Breen state VIII, with advanced “mounds” on the reverse and several fine die cracks
on the obverse. Called AU50 Choice and tied for CC#4 honors in the Bland census. Graded AU55 Choice and tied for
finest known in the Noyes census, his photo #29814. Our grade is AU50. A premium example of a relatively common die
variety. Certificate #6357149-010
Ex Foster Lardner, United States Coin Co. 11/20/1914:22-Dr. Christian A. Allenburger, B. Max Mehl #111, 3/23/1948:348-Willard C.
Blaisdell 2/17/1975-Del N. Bland 5/13/1986-Herman Halpern, Stack’s 3/16/1988:26-Andrew M. Hain, Stack’s 1/15/2002:730-Chris
McCawley, McCawley & Grellman Auctions/Superior 1/25/2004:1211-Larry A. Bland Collection
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Saturday, September 3rd, 2022 6:00PM CST

CHOICE S-22 LATE STATE

FINEST KNOWN S-25

Large Cents

LOT 505 1794 S-25 R3 NGC Graded MS63 Brown.. Lustrous medium brown and light chocolate with peeps of faded mint red
showing in protected areas on both sides. The surfaces are satiny, especially on the reverse, and this cent has outstanding eye
appeal. The only marks are a tiny scratch well hidden in the hair left of the temple, a small horizontal planchet chip high
on the cheek, and some microscopic planchet chips around the bust tip and near the dentils on the right side of the obverse
(as struck). The die chips are a result of the dies being slightly out of proper axial alignment (the die faces were not perfectly
parallel) causing the strike to be stronger on the left, weaker on the right. This feature is common for the variety. Breen
state II with die clashmarks on both sides but no die crack on the reverse. Graded MS60 and CC#1 in the Bland census list.
Noyes says MS62 Choice and finest by 7 points, his photo #20472. Ted Naftzger graded this cent MS65. Our grade is
MS60+. A superior example of the variety, the only mint state example by strict EAC grading standards. And it comes with
a century-long provenance that includes some of the most-celebrated collectors of early cents. Certificate #6357149-006
Ex “a very private collection”-Thomas L. Elder 4/30/1920:1498-G. Kraft-Virgil M. Brand-Carl Wurtzbach 1925-Henry C. Hines 1944Dr. William H. Sheldon 4/19/1972-R. E. Naftzger, Jr. (via Stack’s) 2/23/1992-Eric Streiner-Anthony Terranova 4/1994-Dr. Thomas
Turissini (via Del N. Bland) 6/15/2004-Larry A. Bland Collection (includes the Naftzger and Turissini collection envelopes)
20
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LOT 506 1794 S-28 R2 NGC Graded MS 61 Brown. Beautiful frosty light olive and medium brown blending to reddish light
chocolate in protected areas. A very sharp cent with crisp design details throughout including veins in many of the leaves.
Just a few trivial marks including a short, microscopic hairline under the Y in LIBERTY, another in the field at the throat, a
tiny planchet flake on the forehead, and a microscopic pinprick in the middle of the cap. EDS, Breen state I, with sharp die
clashmarks on the reverse and a clear line from the dentils right of the second S in STATES. A very attractive cent with just
a trace of friction on the highest points of the devices. Graded AU55 and tied for CC#5 in the Bland census. Noyes says
AU55 net AU50 and tied for CC#7, his photo #23979. Our grade is AU55. Comes with an impressive provenance that
has been traced back nearly 150 years. Certificate #6357149-008
Ex L. F. Montanye, H. G. Sampson 4/27/1881:308-R. A. Britton, H. G. Sampson 2/16/1882:771-Edouard Frossard Collection-Edouard
Frossard #37, 10/2/1884:871 (as “UNC” plated)-T. Harrison Garrett-Robert Garrett 1919-John Work Garrett-Johns Hopkins University,
Bowers & Ruddy 11/28/1979:61-Steve Ivy Rare Coin Co. FPL 12/1979-O. D. “Bud” Brown (Bud’s Coin & Stamp Shop)-Del N. Bland
6/28/1985-Dr. Allen Bennett-G. Lee Kuntz, Superior 10/6/1991:35-Dr. Thomas Turissini 4/19/1997-Walter J. Husak 3/5/2001-Larry A.
Bland Collection (includes the Husak collection envelope)
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Saturday, September 3rd, 2022 6:00PM CST

SUPERBLY PEDIGREED S-28

ATTRACTIVE S-30 EX KISSNER

Large Cents

LOT 507 1794 S-30 R1 NGC graded AU Details Burnished. Rather glossy medium to dark chocolate brown with lighter brown
toning on the highpoints. The only notable marks are a small, shallow planchet flake under the B in LIBERTY and a faint
horizontal scuff of hairlines left of the C in CENT. The obverse is smooth but the reverse is covered with fine die rust, as usual
in this die marriage, and the rust dulls the gloss. MDS, Breen state II. The die clashmarks on the obverse are clear and the
crack through the R in AMERICA is strong. Graded EF45 net VF30 by Noyes, his photo #30953. Bland says EF40. Our
grade is VF35. Comes with a nice provenance. Certificate #6357149-004
Ex Robert J. Kissner, Stack’s 6/27/1975:234 (plated)-”T. H. A.”-Dr. C. R. Chambers (via Dr. Robert J. Shalowitz) 11/1983-Robert E.
Matthews, Superior 5/28/1989:160-(via Don Valenziano, Jr.) Joseph Borte, Superior 2/2/1992:674-Dr. Allen Bennett 4/4/1992-Eric
Streiner, Superior 10/11/1992:65-Robert Leibowitz, Superior 9/16/1996:1620-Dr. Willard J. Carmel, Jr., Superior 9/7/1997:160-Thomas
D. Reynolds (via Denis W. Loring)-Robert C. Clark, 2000 ANA Sale (Bowers & Merena), lot 224-Larry A. Bland Collection (includes the
last lot ticket)

24
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LOT 508 1794 S-32 R2 PCGS graded MS64+ Brown, CAC Approved. Lustrous medium brown and light chocolate. A sharp cent
that has great eye appeal, but it was unevenly struck, as usual with this variety. The die faces were not parallel (Breen calls
this axial misalignment) pressing the planchet more strongly on the left side then on the right. The result is a very strong
strike on the left and in the centers but with weakness along the right edge of both sides. Perhaps that’s why the reverse
die cracked so early in the marriage. The weakly struck areas display many of the tiny planchet imperfections that normally
strike out. These minor planchet imperfections are evident along the right edge on all the high grade examples listed in the
Noyes census. Otherwise this piece is free of marks or other notable defects. M-LDS, Breen state IV. The cud break at LI in
LIBERTY is clear and the crack from the rim through the first S in STATES extends heavily through the wreath toward the
O in ONE. Called MS63 Choice and CC#2 in the Noyes census, his photo #22633. Bland says MS60 and CC#2 behind
a slightly finer example on his census list. Our grade is MS60. The attribution and Gerrie provenance are noted on the
PCGS label. Certificate #35561.64+/26772765
Discovered in Boston-Thomas L. Elder 10/14/1907:137 (plated)-DeWitt Smith 12/31/1908-Virgil M. Brand 1934-Armin W. Brand
2/9/1941-B. G. Johnson (St. Louis Stamp & Coin Co.) 3/24/1943-Abe Kosoff-New Netherlands Coin Co. #41, 9/26/1953:238 (plated)Floyd T. Starr, Stack’s 6/13/1984:25-Dr. Allen Bennett 1/2000-Walter J. Husak, Heritage Auctions 2/15/2008:2034-Paul Gerrie,
McCawley & Grellman Auctions/Goldbergs 2/3/2013:21-Larry A. Brand Collection (includes the lot tickets from the last two auctions)
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SECOND FINEST S-32

FINEST S-33 “WHEELSPOKE”

Large Cents

LOT 509 1794 S-33 R6 “Wheelspoke Reverse” PCGS graded VF35. Glossy medium chocolate brown and olive with lighter steel
brown toning covering the devices. The surfaces are smooth and there are only a few trivial marks. A pair of tiny nicks under
BE in LIBERTY and two small pinpricks or shallow pits low on the neck at the shoulder can help identify this cent. The
reverse is choice, flawless except for a tiny dig under the right side of the E in AMERICA. Late die state, Breen state V, with
all 6 of the ‚ÄúWheelspoke‚Äù cracks on the reverse present, and each of them is clearly defined. The central reverse bulge is
obvious as well, but the grade is high enough that ONE CENT remains visible and nearly complete. Called VF25 (Average
Plus) and finest known in both the Noyes and Bland census lists, Noyes photo #21888. Our grade is VF25 as well. The
second finest known piece is impounded in the ANS, and these are followed by two examples grading Fine. This is the cent
plated in Penny Whimsy to illustrate the Wheelspoke Reverse, and both sides are plated in the 1991 Noyes reference and in
the 2000 Breen Encyclopedia (the plate coin in Breen is incorrectly identified as the Sears-ANS example). An unsurpassed
representative of this rare and very popular 1794 variety, certainly a highlight to any advanced collection of Large Cents. The
attribution and Gerrie provenance are noted on the PCGS label. Certificate #35564.35/26772766
Discovered in an old collection in Los Angeles by Harold Straight in 1950-Dr. William H. Sheldon 4/19/1972-R. E. Naftzger, Jr. (via
Stack’s) 2/23/1992-Eric Streiner 1/1993-Tom Morley 10/1993-Dr. Robert A. Schuman 4/1/1998-Walter J. Husak, Heritage Auctions
2/15/2008:2035-Daniel W. Holmes, Jr., McCawley & Grellman Auctions/Goldbergs 9/6/2009:53 (via Chris McCawley)-Paul Gerrie,
McCawley & Grellman Auctions/Goldbergs 2/3/2013:22-Larry A. Bland Collection (includes the Husak, Holmes, and Gerrie collection
envelopes and both lot tickets)
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EARLY CENTS AUCTIONS

LOT 510 1794 S-34 R5+ PCGS graded XF45. Very attractive glossy dark steel brown and chocolate with frosty slightly lighter steel
brown toning in protected areas. The surfaces are smooth and nearly mark-free. A tick just left of the eye, another under the
R in AMERICA, and a tiny rim nick just right of the second S in STATES can help identify this cent, but you need a glass to
find them. A very nice cent, nearly choice for the grade. M-LDS, Breen state III late, with a retained cud break connecting
the top of the cap to the rim above. Graded VF30 and CC#2 in the Noyes census, his photo #39970. Bland says VF30
and CC#2. Our grade VF30. The finest known S-34 is in the ANS Collection so this is the finest available to collectors.
A great example of a variety that is represented by only three examples that grade above F12 by EAC standards. Plated in
the 1893 Frossard-Hays reference on the cents of 1794 and the obverse is plated in the 1979 Morley grading guide for 1794
cents. The attribution and Hall-Husak-Boka provenance are noted on the PCGS label. Certificate #35567.45/81233638
Ex Dr. Thomas Hall-William Wallace Hays-Dr. Thomas Hall 9/7/1909-Virgil M. Brand 1934-Armin W. Brand 2/7/1941-B. G. Johnson
(St. Louis Stamp & Coin Co.) 9/29/1943-Thomas L. Elder-Oscar J. Pearl-Sol Kaplan-Numismatic Gallery 1944 FPL, lot 45 (plated)-Dr.
William H. Sheldon (who apparently switched this coin for the one in the ANS Collection)-ANS-R. E. Naftzger, Jr. (as part of the courtordered settlement in the lawsuit filed in the Superior Court for the County of Los Angeles, case #191908, Roy E. Naftzger, Jr. versus
the American Numismatic Society, et al., this cent was given by the ANS on 1/25/2001 to R. E. Naftzger, Jr. (via William C. Noyes)
2/16/2001-Walter J. Husak, Heritage Auctions 2/15/2008:2036-Jon Alan Boka, Heritage Auctions 9/8/2016:5319-Larry A. Bland
Collection (includes the Husak and Boka collection envelopes plus an envelope prepared by William C. Noyes and the Boka lot ticket)
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FINEST AVAILABLE S-34

EQUAL FINEST AVAILABLE S-35 RARITY

Large Cents

LOT 511 1794 S-35 R5 PCGS graded AU50. Choice glossy medium brown and light chocolate. Smooth and very attractive with a
few minor marks including a small collection of tiny ticks left of the upper lip and a minor rim bruise at the U in UNITED.
LDS, Breen state VIII, with strong die cracks on the obverse plus the final lighter one from the cap through the curls to
the shoulder loop. The die crack at the ear down into the neck is crumbled and very wide. This die was shattered. Graded
VF35 and tied for CC#2 in the Bland census (the superior EF45 and the VF35 that is tied with this piece are both in the
ANS Collection making this example tied with one other for finest available to collectors according to the Bland census).
Our grade VF35. Noyes says VF30 and tied for CC#2 behind the finer ANS piece, his photo #21497. A very impressive
representative of this rare die variety, and it has a nice provenance. The attribution and Paschal-Husak-Boka provenance are
noted on the PCGS label. Certificate #35570.50/81233639
Ex an old collection in Australia-Empire Coin Co. (Q. David Bowers & James F. Ruddy) 6/1965-Eugene Exman-Dorothy I. Paschal (who
told Exman she would send him the VF20 Hines-Sheldon-Paschal example as a replacement for his collection but later said she “lost”
the coin and forgot about the arrangement; the replacement was never sent)-traded by Paschal to Dr. William H. Sheldon 4/19/1972R. E. Naftzger, Jr. (via Stack’s) 2/23/1992-Eric Streiner 1/1993-Tom Morley 10/1993-Dr. Robert A. Schuman 4/21/1995-Dr. Allen
Bennett 1/1999-Walter J. Husak, Heritage Auctions 2/15/1008:2037-Jon Alan Boka, Heritage Auctions 9/8/2016:5320-Larry A. Bland
Collection (includes the Morley, Bennett, Husak, and Boka collection envelopes and the Boka lot ticket)
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EARLY CENTS AUCTIONS

LOT 512 1794 S-38 R5 PCGS graded MS63 Brown. Frosty steel brown and light chocolate with slightly lighter steel brown faded
down from mint color in protected areas, especially around the cap. The surfaces are satiny and the only defects are a pair
of faint hairline scratches in the field left of the lower part of the cap. The reverse could easily pass as fully mint state, but
there are traces of rub on the very highest points of the hair design. E-MDS, Breen state II. The chips in the field left of
the hair are bold and many of the fine die lines remain clearly visible on the obverse. (Note: The sequence of die states for
this variety as described by Walter Breen may be reversed. Breen says the early state, his state I, has weak chips in the left
obverse field, and those chips grow stronger as the die wears to create his state II. Your cataloger believes the chips start out
strong and that subsequent die wear and lapping weaken the chips. Therefore, Breen would call this example with strong
chips a later die state for the variety rather than E-MDS as I have done here.) Regardless, there should be no disagreement
that this cent is a fantastic example of a rare variety. Called MS60 net AU55 and finest known in the Noyes census list by
10 points, his photo #21540. Bland says AU55 as well but tied for CC#1 with the ANS example (which Noyes grades as
EF45). These two are followed by a single VF35 and one VF25. Our grade is AU55. The attribution and Dan Holmes
Collection provenance are noted on the PCGS label. Certificate #35579.63/13457903
Discovered in England (as were many of our finest early cents)-Lester Merkin (privately)-C. Douglas Smith 1965-Alfred L. BonardFrench‚Äôs FPL 5/1967-R. E. Naftzger, Jr. (via Stack’s) 2/23/1992-Eric Streiner-R. E. Naftzger, Jr. (via William C. Noyes) 2/16/2001-Walter
J. Husak, Heritage Auctions 2/15/2008:2040-Chris McCawley 3/17/2008-Daniel W. Holmes, Jr., McCawley & Grellman Auctions/
Goldbergs 9/7/2009:60-Walter J. Husak (via Del N. Bland) 8/2/2014-Larry A. Bland Collection
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FINEST S-38 EX NAFTZGER-HUSAK-HOLMES

BEAUTIFUL S-40 WITH SUPERB PROVENANCE

Large Cents

LOT 513 1794 S-40 R5+ NGC graded AU 58 Brown. Very attractive glossy medium brown with darker steel brown toning on
the highpoints. Satiny mint frost shows in the fields and protected areas, particularly on the reverse, and this cent has
outstanding eye appeal. Just a few minor marks, the notable ones being a narrow diagonal planchet crease on the left edge of
the nostril skipping down to the throat, a thin horizontal nick left of the lower lip, and a small rim nick at the D in UNITED.
LDS, Breen state V late, with all the die cracks described by Breen. Graded AU50 and tied for CC#3 honors with the ANS
example in the Bland and Noyes census lists, Noyes photo #31884. Our grade is AU50. This cent is plated in the 1893
Frossard-Hays reference on the cents of 1794, the obverse is plated in Early American Cents and Penny Whimsy, and both
sides are plated in the 2000 Breen encyclopedia to illustrate die state IV (although this is state V). “H-30” was added to the
edge in two places using white ink. An impressive example of this rare die variety, and it comes with a superb provenance
that has been traced back well over 100 years. Certificate #6357149-003
Ex William Wallace Hays 1900-Charles Steigerwalt 1906-Charles G. Zug, Lyman H. Low 3/7/1907:42-C. H. Stearns (who returned it to
Low)-Virgil M. Brand-Carl Wurtzbach-Dr. William H. Sheldon 4/19/1972-R. E. Naftzger, Jr., New Netherlands Coin Co. 11/14/1973:360
(plated)-John W. Adams, Bowers & Ruddy 1982 FPL, lot 31-Bowers & Ruddy FPL #46, 12/1982 ($8000)-Dr. George E. Ewing, Jr. (via
Darwin B. Palmer, Jr.) 1/3/1994-Daniel W. Holmes, Jr.-Chris McCawley 4/2/2008-Larry A. Bland Collection (includes the collection
envelopes from Naftzger, Adams, and Holmes plus the lot tickets from the Naftzger and Adams sales)
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EARLY CENTS AUCTIONS

LOT 514 1794 S-42 R4 NGC graded MS62 Brown. Frosty light chocolate brown. Satiny luster covers the fields and protected
areas and this cent has excellent eye appeal. There is just a trace of friction on the highest points of the devices. Most of the
planchet is satiny and smooth but there is a smattering of microscopic planchet chips along the bottom of the obverse and top
of the reverse, all the result of improper axial alignment of the dies (the die faces were not perfectly parallel). The only other
defects are a small patch of very fine reddish roughness over the D in UNITED, a thin nick over the N in ONE, and another
below the T in CENT. The die chipping at the bottom of the obverse and top of the reverse is normal for this variety; all the
finer examples show similar chipping to some degree, even the singular mint state example in both census lists. EDS, Breen
state I, before any die clashmarks. Graded EF45 and CC#3 in the Noyes census, his photo #26797. Bland says AU50 and
tied for CC#2. Our grade is AU50. This is the only example of the variety found in the famous Oswald group of superior
large cents that was spirited back to England as souvenirs centuries ago. Certificate #6357149-002
Ex Major Sir Rowland Denys Guy Winn, M. C., 4th Baron St. Oswald-Christie, Manson & Woods, Ltd. (London) 10/13/1964:146-Ed
Shapiro (via Lester Merkin) 11/12/1964-C. Douglas Smith 1965-Alfred Bonard (returned by Bonard for credit on unpaid amount owed
by him to Smith)-C. Douglas Smith 10/31/1968-Jules Reiver, Heritage Auctions 1/24/2006:19203 (via Del N. Bland)-Larry A. Bland
Collection (includes the Baldwin/Smith envelope, the Reiver collection envelope, and the Del Bland envelope)
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THE OSWALD S-42

ATTRACTIVE S-47

Large Cents

LOT 515 1794 S-47 R4 NGC graded XF Details Burnished. Glossy medium brown blending to olive brown and chocolate in
protected areas. The surfaces are smooth and this cent has excellent eye appeal. The only marks are some nicks on the
portrait including a vertical one left of the brow, a tiny one right of the earlobe, a few light ones in the center of the neck,
and a minor rim bruise at the first S in STATES. M-LDS, Breen state III early. The radial die crack just left of the first A
in AMERICA is strong and a very faint crack shows through the tops of NITE. Struck with the reverse rotated 45 degrees
clockwise (relative to the normal head-to-foot die orientation). Graded VF25 net F15 and tied for CC#11 in the Noyes
census, his photo #31003. Bland says VF20 and tied for CC#9. Our grade is VF20. A wholly acceptable example of a
variety that is very difficult to find in high grade. Only one example is known grading better than VF30, and it resides in
the ANS Collection. Certificate #6357149-001
Ex Lester Merkin (privately)-C. Douglas Smith 1965-Alfred Bonard-C. Douglas Smith-Lester Merkin 10/19/1966:96-C. Douglas Smith
12/1990-John W. Adams-Dr. Robert A. Schuman-John W. Adams 3/1975-Denis W. Loring 8/1982-Dr. George E. Ewing, Jr. 9/1982Del N. Bland 2/27/1983-Donald H. Petersen, Superior 2/2/1992:701-J. R. Frankenfield, McCawley & Grellman Auctions/Superior
2/17/2001:248-Larry A. Bland Collection (includes the Petersen collection envelope and the Frankenfield lot ticket)
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EARLY CENTS AUCTIONS

LOT 516 1794 S-49 R2 PCGS graded AU58. Choice glossy medium steel brown and light chocolate with mint frost in the fields
and protected areas. Virtually flawless with smooth surfaces and just a trace of wear on the highest points of the devices.
This cent has superb eye appeal. The only marks, and they do not catch your eye, are two tiny horizontal nicks left of the
upper lip and some microscopic planchet chips at the date, bust tip, and the opposing area around OF (as struck, of course).
LDS, Breen state III. The radial die crack down through the E in LIBERTY is strong and a faint dull wave reaches from
the dentils before the brow to just above the tip of the nose. Called AU50 Choice and CC#2 behind the Oswald coin in the
Noyes census, his photo #21003. Bland says AU50 Choice and CC#2 behind only the Oswald coin. Our grade is AU50+.
The next finest in both lists grades EF40 by EAC grading standards. The obverse of this cent is on the Elder-Gilbert plate
(Thomas L. Elder auction of the 1794 cents of Ebenezer Gilbert, 10/12/1910, as 6-7-8). A very attractive cent that comes
with a great provenance. The attribution and Husak Collection provenance are noted on the PCGS label. Certificate
#35609.58/13457914
Ex Ebenezer Gilbert, Thomas L. Elder 10/12/1910:7-Dr. George P. French 3/21/1929-B. Max Mehl 1929 FPL, lot 27-T. James Clark
1948-Dr. William H. Sheldon 4/19/1972-R. E. Naftzger, Jr., 1990 EAC Sale, lot 23-Dr. Allen Bennett 1/20/1998-Walter J. Husak,
Heritage Auctions 2/15/2008:2051-Larry A. Bland Collection (includes the Naftzger, Bennett, and Husak collection envelopes and the
Husak lot ticket)
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SECOND FINEST S-49, EX GILBERT-FRENCH-NAFTZGER

SECOND FINEST S-56 “OFFICE BOY REVERSE”

Large Cents

LOT 517 1794 S-56 R3 PCGS graded MS62 Brown. Frosty dark steel brown. The surfaces are satiny and lustrous and this cent
has solid mint state eye appeal in spite of a touch of friction on the very highest points of the devices. The only marks are
some pre-striking planchet chips resulting from minor axial die misalignment (the die faces not perfectly parallel). The strike
was a bit stronger on the lower half of the obverse and the opposing upper half of the reverse. As a result some microscopic
planchet chips show along the top of the obverse and bottom of the reverse. The only notable planchet chip is on the upper
part of the cap. EDS, Breen state I, before the heavy die clashmarks. The repunching at the left base of the A in STATES
is sharp. Often referred to as the ‚ÄúOffice-Boy Reverse‚Äù variety due to the amateurish die cutting on the reverse die,
most obvious at TA in STATES. Graded AU55 and CC#2 in the Noyes census, his photo #22507. Bland also says AU55
and CC#2. Our grade is AU58. This cent in plated in the 1923 Chapman reference on the cents of 1794 and is the plate
coin for the variety in the 2000 Breen encyclopedia. Another superior cent that comes with a great provenance, this one
traced back over 150 years. The attribution and Husak Collection provenance are noted on the PCGS label. Certificate
#35630.62/13457921
Ex William Fewsmith, Mason & Co. 10/4/1870:797-”Ramsey”-John W. Haseltine (privately) 1881-Joseph Hooper-Edouard Frossard
#113, 10/1892:333-Howard R. Newcomb, J. C. Morgenthau & Co. #458, 2/7/1945:28 (plated)-Willard C. Blaisdell 1975-John W.
Adams, Bowers & Ruddy 1982 FPL, lot 51-Del N. Bland 6/28/1985-Dr. Allen Bennett 1/20/1998-Walter J. Husak, Heritage Auctions
2/15/2008:2058-Larry A. Bland Collection (includes the Newcomb collection pillbox and the collection envelopes of Blaisdell, Adams, and
Bland, plus lot tickets from the Newcomb, Adams, and Husak sales)
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EARLY CENTS AUCTIONS

LOT 518 1794 S-57 R1 NGC graded AU55 Brown. Frosty medium steel brown with very subtle hints of light bluish steel overtone.
Satiny and very attractive showing just a light touch of friction on the highpoints. Looks choice but there are a few marks
including a diagonal nick on the jawline and a small patch of fine roughness and verdigris over the N in UNITED. MDS,
Breen state II, with two faint horizontal “trenches” in the field before the portrait: one from the lips to the dentils and the
other from the nose to the dentils. Called AU55 net AU50 and tied for CC#8 in the Noyes census, his photo #21228.
Bland says AU55 and tied for CC#8 in his census. Our grade is AU50+. Comes with a provenance that has been traced
back over 100 years.
Certificate #6357149-011
Ex Frank D. Taylor, Henry Chapman 6/17/1908:22 (plated)-Julius L. Brown, S. H. Chapman 5/1911:922 (plated)-G. Kraft-unknownDr. William H. Sheldon-Dorothy I. Paschal-Raymond Jones, Bowers & Ruddy 4/1978:2107-Del N. Bland 12/9/1984-C. Douglas Smith
2/10/1985-Del N. Bland 5/13/1986-Herman Halpern, Stack’s 3/16/1988:77-Anthony Terranova-R. E. Naftzger, Jr., 1990 EAC Sale,
lot 26-Dr. Allen Bennett 1/20/1998-Walter J. Husak (via Del N. Bland) 10/5/2000-Larry A. Bland Collection (includes the Bennett and
Husak collection envelopes)
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S-57 EX SHELDON-PASCHAL

LUSTROUS S-58

Large Cents

LOT 519 1794 S-58 R3 PCGS graded AU58+, CAC Approved. Choice frosty light to medium reddish brown and light chocolate
with darker steel brown toning on the highpoints. Flawless except for a short, dull scratch just left of the lowest curl, a tiny
planchet flake high on the cheekbone (as struck), and a diagonal tick left of the nostril. EDS, Breen state I. The reverse is
uncracked. Graded MS60 net AU55 and tied for CC#2 in the Noyes census, his photo #21138. Bland says AU55 and
CC#1. Our grade is AU55. The reverse of this cent is plated in Early American Cents and Penny Whimsy, and both sides
are plated in the 1991 Noyes reference. Another very important 1794 cent in this outstanding collection, and it has an
unbroken provenance that can be traced back a full century. The attribution and Naftzger-Reynolds provenance are noted
on the PCGS Secure label. Certificate #35636.58+/32982343
Ex J. O. Hale Jenkins, Henry Chapman 7/25/1922:1498-Henry C. Hines-Lillian Scheer (Hines’ housekeeper)-Homer K. Downing
(privately)-Dr. William H. Sheldon 4/19/1972-R. E. Naftzger, Jr. (via Stack’s) 2/23/1992-Eric Streiner 8/1992-Thomas D. Reynolds
Collection, McCawley & Grellman Auctions/Goldbergs 1/31/2016:35-Larry A. Bland Collection (includes the last lot ticket)
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LOT 520 1794 S-60 R3 NGC graded AU58 Brown. Frosty medium brown and light chocolate. A very sharp cent with excellent
eye appeal, but held back from a higher grade by three small puffs of reddish brown toning: one on the throat, another right
of the E in ONE, and a slightly larger one around the fraction extending close to the second A in AMERICA. These reddish
areas do not show any roughness or verdigris. Otherwise the only notable defect is a weak dentil over the left side of the L
in LIBERTY. MDS, Breen state III early. There are strong clashmarks and some die cracks on the obverse but no trace of
clashmarks on the reverse. This cent is plated in the 1923 Chapman reference on the cents of 1794 and it is the plate coin
for the variety in the 2000 Breen encyclopedia. Graded AU55 net EF45 and tied for CC#3 in the Noyes census, his photo
#39000. Bland says AU55 and tied for CC#2. Our grade is AU50+. Comes with a great provenance reaching back well
over a century. Certificate #6357149-012
Ex L. F. Montanye, H. G. Sampson 4/27/1881:310-R. A. Britton, H. G. Sampson 2/16/1882:774-Edouard Frossard Collection-Edouard
Frossard #37, 10/2/1884:878 (plated)-T. Harrison Garrett-Robert Garrett 1919-John Work Garrett-Johns Hopkins University, Bowers &
Ruddy 11/28/1979:72-Tom Morley-John W. Adams, Bowers & Ruddy 1982 FPL, lot 58-Jerry A. Wells, McCawley & Grellman Auctions/
Superior 5/27/2001:1113-Chris McCawley 3/2003-Dr. Thomas Turissini (via Del N. Bland) 4/16/2004-Larry A. Bland Collection (includes
the Turissini and Bland collection envelopes and the Adams lot ticket plus a note about this cent from Del Bland to his son Larry)
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THE GARRETT-ADAMS S-60

S-61 EX NAFTZGER-ADAMS

Large Cents

LOT 521 1794 S-61 R4 NGC graded MS61 Brown. Frosty light olive brown and chocolate with slightly lighter brown toning on
the devices. Sharply detailed with excellent eye appeal, and the only marks are some of the usual tiny planchet imperfections
scattered over both sides. The notable planchet marks are a couple small chips at IT in UNITED and a thin void through
the left foot of the first A in AMERICA, as struck. MDS, Breen state III, with obvious die clashmarks and fine die cracks.
A small puff of extremely faint carbon in the field under the chin is the only defect that might catch your eye. This is the
plate coin for the variety in Early American Cents, Penny Whimsy, and the Breen encyclopedia on the early large cents.
Called MS60 and CC#2 in the Bland census. Noyes says MS60 net AU50 and tied for CC#2 honors, his photo #36357.
Our grade is AU58. This cent was once included on the list of pieces removed from the Clapp-ANS collection, but it was
subsequently removed from that list (see the Winter 1999 ANS Newsletter, page 12, showing this S-61 was removed from
the list of cents in dispute).
Certificate #6357149-009
Ex Henry C. Miller, The United States Coin Co. 12/5/1917:115-Dr. George P. French-Charles E. Clapp, Sr. 12/1924-George H. ClappANS-Dr. William H. Sheldon-T. James Clarke 5/1955-R. E. Naftzger, Jr.-John W. Adams-Bowers & Ruddy 1982 FPL, lot 60-Bowers
& Ruddy FPL #46, 12/1982 ($8000)-Dr. Boyd E. Hayward, Bowers & Merena 9/1997:263 (withdrawn and returned to Dr. Hayward
pending the ANS dispute resolution that was settled in 1999)-McCawley & Grellman Auctions/Goldbergs 2/10/2008:1044-Chris
McCawley 4/24/2009-Larry A. Bland Collection (includes the Bland collection envelope)
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LOT 522 1794 S-62 R4+ PCGS graded MS63 Brown. Frosty light to medium chocolate brown with subtle wisps of slightly darker
olive brown toning on the lower part of the obverse. Lighter steel brown toning shows in protected areas on both sides.
Satiny mint luster covers the fields and protected areas, especially on the reverse. A choice example if not for a faint linear
planchet lamination from the right side of the Y in LIBERTY down to the pole where it connects to the neck. A small,
shallow planchet flake is located just to the right of this lamination where it leaves the Y (as struck). The only other mark
is a tiny rim nick over the left side of the E in LIBERTY. LDS, Breen state II, with the usual cud break at the dentils left
of the hair. This example has dentils on the raised cud break indicating it is a retained cud. I suspect this was the case on
many if not all of the known examples with the cud, but this is the only example sharp enough to show the raised dentils.
Called MS60 and finest known by a full 20 points in the Bland census. Noyes says AU55 and CC#1 by 20 points, his photo
#20869, and this is the Noyes plate coin for the variety in his 1991 reference on early large cents. Our grade is MS60. The
attribution and Dan Holmes Collection provenance are noted on the PCGS label. Certificate #35648.63/13291626
Ex John Work Garrett-Johns Hopkins University (privately) 3/1973 (via W. A. Carlson)-John W. Adams 11/1974-R. E. Naftzger, Jr.,
2/23/1992 (via Stack’s)-Eric Streiner 4/4/1992-Dr. Allen Bennett 1/2000-Walter J. Husak, Heritage Auctions 2/15/2008:2064-Chris
McCawley 3/17/2008-Daniel W. Holmes, Jr., McCawley & Grellman Auctions/Goldbergs 9/7/2009:99 (via Del N. Bland)-Larry A. Bland
Collection (includes the Holmes collection envelope and lot ticket)
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FINEST S-62 BY 20 POINTS

EQUAL SECOND FINEST S-63 “FALLEN 4”

Large Cents

LOT 523 1794 S-63 R2 (The “Fallen 4” Variety) NGC graded AU58 Brown. The obverse is glossy medium steel brown blending
to chocolate in protected areas. The reverse is lustrous medium steel brown with satiny surfaces and solid mint state eye
appeal. Just a few minor marks on the obverse including two tiny ticks on the cheek and a light scratch in the field left of the
cap. The reverse is choice, essentially flawless. LDS, Breen state II late, with strong die clashmarks on the obverse, lighter
ones on the reverse. The fields behind the portrait have become slightly wavy due to die wear. Graded MS60 by Naftzger.
Noyes says AU55 net AU50 and tied for CC#2, his photo #20957. Bland says AU55 and tied for CC#2. Our grade is
AU50+. A wonderful example of the “Fallen 4” die variety, and it comes with a long, impressive provenance. Certificate
#6357149-013
Ex Lorin G. Parmelee, S. H. & H. Chapman 6/20/1882:2627 (plated)-S. H. & H. Chapman (privately)-Peter Mougey-William H. Woodin,
Thomas L. Elder #43, 9/1/1910:9 (plated)-Dr. George P. French (privately)-Dr. George Hetrick, Bowers & Ruddy 1/1982:292-Mark
Bernhard, Bowers & Merena 1/23/1986:1362-Jerry A. Bobbe 1/1986-R. E. Naftzger, Jr. (via William C. Noyes), Bowers & Merena
1/8/2002:84-Larry A. Bland Collection (includes the Naftzger collection envelope and both lot tickets from the Bowers & Merena sales)
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LOT 524 1794 S-64 R5- Missing Fraction Bar Variety NGC graded AU53 Brown. Very attractive glossy medium brown with
slightly lighter steel brown toning on the highpoints. Smooth and well struck with just a few contact marks. The notable
marks are a light rim bruise left of the lower curls, a smaller rim bruise over the M in AMERICA, and an old hairline scratch
in the field before the mouth. Otherwise this cent is choice and close to a higher grade. E-MDS, Breen state II. There is
a radial die crack through the D in UNITED but the reverse is not buckled and the thin cud inside the D has not formed.
The Missing Fraction Bar feature is obvious (which is not always evident due to the relatively delicate die features in that
area). Graded VF35 net VF30 and tied for CC#10 in the Noyes census, his photo #36279. Graded net VF35 by Loring
and Borckardt. Bland says EF40 net VF35 and tied for CC#11 in his census. Our grade is VF35. A very nice example of
this popular “Redbook” variety. Certificate #6357150-001
Ex a Type Set-Steinmetz Coins & Currency (Dennis E. Steinmetz), Bowers & Merena FPL #109, Jan-Feb 1996 (via Denis W. Loring)Robert C. Clark, 2000 ANA Sale (Bowers & Merena), 8/9/2000:247-Larry A. Bland Collection (includes the last lot ticket)
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BEAUTIFUL S-64 MISSING FRACTION BAR

SUPERBLY PEDIGREED S-67

Large Cents

LOT 525 1794 S-67 R3 Head of 1795 NGC graded MS62 Brown. Frosty steel brown and olive with traces of underlying very faded
mint red showing on the reverse. The surfaces are lustrous and this cent has great eye appeal. The only marks are a thin
streak of slightly lighter toning in the planchet (not a contact mark) from the dentils before the mouth to the left top of the
7 in the date and a small splash of slightly darker toning nestled between the cap and the dentils to the left. The reverse is
flawless. Sharply struck MDS, Breen state III, with clear die clashmarks and fine die cracks on the obverse. Graded MS60
“Superb” by Bland and CC#3 behind the two Oswald coins. Noyes says MS60 and CC#3 as well, his photo #22884. Our
grade is MS60+. A beautiful example of the Head of 1795 type. This cent comes with an unbroken provenance that has
been traced back over 100 years, and that provenance includes some of the brightest luminaries among early cent collectors.
Certificate #6357149-007
Ex Peter Mougey-William H. Woodin, Thomas L. Elder #43, 9/1/1910:11 (plated)-Dr. George P. French-Henry C. Miller, The United
States Coin Co. 12/5/1917:418-Dr. George P. French 3/21/1929-B. Max Mehl 1929 FPL, lot 81-T. James Clarke 1944-B. Max Mehl MBS
#106, 6/1945:1651-B. Max Mehl (privately) 4/24/1947-R. E. Naftzger, Jr., New Netherlands Coin Co. 11/14/1973:388-Del N. Bland
5/9/1986-Dr. Allen Bennett 1/20/1998-Walter J. Husak 4/6/2001-Larry A. Bland Collection
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LOT 526 1794 S-68 R5 Head of 1795 NGC graded MS62 Brown. Glossy medium brown delicately woodgrained with darker
chocolate and steel brown on the obverse. Frosty mint luster shows through in protected areas and the reverse fields are
slightly reflective. Great eye appeal, just a touch of rub on the highest points from mint state. The only identifying mark is
a small patch of microscopic planchet roughness between the U in UNITED and the adjacent ribbon end. LDS, Breen state
V, with a fine bisecting die crack across the horizontal obverse bulge. Called MS60 and CC#1 by a whopping 25 points in the
Noyes census, his photo #21047. Bland says AU55 and CC#1 by a still-significant 15 point margin. Our grade is AU55.
This cent is plated in the Noyes and Breen references to illustrate the variety, and “HD” on the edge lettering is filled with
yellow ink to indicate this cent was once part of the Homer K. Downing Collection. Another superior cent that comes with
an equally superior provenance. Removed from a PCGS slab graded AU58 (PCGS label #35687.58/13470597 included,
and it shows the attribution and Husak provenance). The attribution and Mervis provenance are noted on the NGC label.
Certificate #2038647-004
Ex J. Sanford Saltus 10/26/1899-American Numismatic Society (ANS) 12/15/1950-Homer K. Downing, 1952 ANA Sale (New
Netherlands Coin Co.), lot 1700 (plated)-Harold Bareford 9/13/1985-Herman Halpern-R. E. Naftzger, Jr. (via Jerry A. Bobbe)-Dr.
Allen Bennett 1/2001-Walter J. Husak, Heritage Auctions 2/15/2008:2070-Daniel W. Holmes, Jr., McCawley & Grellman Auctions/
Goldbergs 9/7/2009:110-Adam Mervis, Heritage Auctions 1/10/2014:2510-Larry A. Bland Collection (includes the collection envelopes
for Bareford, Halpern, Naftzger, Bennett, Husak, and Holmes plus the last 3 lot tickets)
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FINEST S-68 RARITY

THE GILBERT-ELLSWORTH-HINES S-70

Large Cents

LOT 527 1794 S-70 R2 Head of 1795 EF45+. Frosty light golden olive with traces of reddish toning in some of the protected areas,
especially on the obverse. Mostly smooth and the eye appeal is nice, but a glass reveals extremely faint granularity on the
upper part of the reverse, most evident over ON. Otherwise the only notable mark is a small diagonal nick on the lower
part of the cap. Traces of very shallow lacquer or some other coating are evident in protected areas on the obverse. E-MDS,
Breen state II. The die crack at TY is clear but there is no clashmark from the nose under ER in AMERICA. The reverse of
this cent is on the 1910 Elder-Gilbert plate (Thomas L. Elder auction of the 1794 cents of Ebenezer Gilbert, 10/12/1910, as
51-52) , the reverse is plated in the 1979 Morley grading guide for 1794 cents, and this is the plate coin for the variety in the
2000 Breen encyclopedia. Graded AU55 net EF45 and tied for CC#3 in the Noyes census, his photo #32695. Bland says
AU50 and tied for CC#4. Removed from a PCGS holder graded MS62BN (PCGS label 1365.62/06996681 included).
Ex Richard B. Winsor, S. H. & H. Chapman 12/16/1895:837 (plated)-Edouard Frossard-Ebenezer Gilbert (privately)-Colonel James W.
Ellsworth 2/1923-Wayte Raymond-James G. Macallister-Henry C. Hines-Dr. William H. Sheldon-R. E. Naftzger, Jr., New Netherlands
Coin Co. 11/14/1973:391 (plated)-John W. Adams, Bowers & Ruddy 1982 FPL, lot 73-Bertram M. Cohen (Great American Coin Co.)-Dr.
George E. Ewing, Jr.-Eric Streiner, Stack’s 1/1993:1102-Thomas D. Reynolds 4/1993-Dr. Thomas Turissini-Walter J. Husak (via Del N.
Bland) 5/20/2011-Larry A. Bland Collection (includes the Bland collection envelope)
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LOT 528 1794 S-71 R2 Head of 1795 PCGS graded MS61 Brown. Lustrous medium steel brown and light chocolate with generous
traces of faded mint red remaining, especially on the obverse. No spots, stains, or roughness. The only marks are some
barely visible planchet chips around the date and lowest curl plus a microscopic planchet flake over the left foot of the E in
AMERICA. The surfaces are lustrous and the eye appeal is excellent, but there is a hint of rub on the very highest points of
the hair (what we used to call “cabinet friction”). It’s obvious this cent never circulated. MDS, Breen state IV, showing clear
die clashmarks from AME before the face in addition to other sharp clashmarks around the portrait. Graded AU55 Choice
and tied for CC#3 in the Noyes census, his photo #22674. Bland says AU55 and tied for CC#3. Our grade is AU58+,
very close to MS60. This cent has solid mint state eye appeal. The attribution and Oswald-Reynolds provenance are noted
on the PCGS Secure label. Certificate #35696.61/32788976
Ex Major Sir Rowland Denys Guy Winn, M. C., 4th Baron St. Oswald-Christie, Manson & Woods, Ltd. (London) 10/13/1964:164A. H. Baldwin & Sons, Ltd. (London) for Dorothy I. Paschal-Lester Merkin-C. Douglas Smith 1965-Alfred Bonard-Henry J. Berube
(New England Coin Co.)-Alan Weinberg 2/1979-Del N. Bland 5/13/1986-Herman Halpern 12/26/1986-C. Douglas Smith-Dr. Robert
J. Shalowitz-Dr. Allen Bennett 1/1999-Walter J. Husak, McCawley & Grellman Auctions/Goldbergs 2/2001:275-Walter J. Husak
2/2001-Thomas D. Reynolds, McCawley & Grellman Auctions/Goldbergs 1/31/2016:48-Larry A. Bland Collection (includes the last lot
ticket)
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S-71 EX OSWALD

EARLY CENTS AUCTIONS

THE

SAM NACOL
COLLECTION &
ROBERT BROWNEL

COLLECTION
of Late Dates

Late Date Cents

lots 529-668, pg. 67-95
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COLLECTIONS FROM SAM NACOL & ROBERT BROWNELL

LOT 529 1839 N-8 R1 Type of 1840 ANACS graded MS62
Brown. Frosty steel brown and olive. The surfaces
are satiny and moderately lustrous. No spots or
stains, only a few minor contact marks including a
nick at the top of star 7 and a tiny, barely visible
scratch just right of the date. A small planchet flake
on the rim over the E in STATES may be the best
identifying mark (as struck). E-MDS. Our grade
is MS60. The attribution is noted on the ANACS
label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 532 1840 N-6 R1 Large Date with Repunched 40
ANACS graded AU58 Details Recolored. Frosty
light olive and steel brown with underlying reddish
tan from the old cleaning. The cleaning is obvious
on the obverse, barely distinguishable on the reverse.
There is a trace of friction on the highest points of
the devices and a few minor marks. The notable
marks are a dull nick on the chin, a puff of reddish
brown toning left of star 10, and a tick over the N
in ONE. MDS, die state b. The repunching on the
40 is clear but the earlier die lines on the reverse are
gone. May benefit from a proper retoning. Our
grade is net AU50. The attribution is noted on the
ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 530 1840 N-3 R1 Small Date ANACS graded AU55.
Frosty medium brown with generous traces of mint
red remaining visible, particularly on the reverse.
Looks mint state but there is a trace of friction on
the highest points of the portrait. No spots or stains,
just minor contact marks including a dull diagonal
nick in the field before the end of the nose. MDS,
die state b, with fine die cracks on the obverse. Our
grade is AU55. The attribution is noted on the
ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 533 1841 N-2 R2 ANACS graded MS60 Details
Scratched. Lustrous light olive. Essentially flawless
except for a microscopic speck of carbon on the
cheek and a dull, light scratch in the field from the
brow lock to below star 4. LDS, die state b. The
earlier hub defects under the date are gone. This
cent has nice eye appeal in spite of the light scratch.
Our grade is net AU55. The attribution is noted
on the ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 531 1840 N-3 R1 Small Date ANACS graded VF35.
Glossy medium brown and light chocolate. Smooth
with trivial marks, just worn. LDS, die state c. The
small lumps below the date are gone. Our grade
is VF25. The attribution is noted on the ANACS
label.

LOT 534 1841 N-5 R3- ANACS graded VF35. Glossy
medium steel brown and light chocolate. No
roughness, only minor contact marks, none notable.
MDS, die state b, with the usual die cracks on the
obverse but none on the reverse. Our grade is
VF20+. The attribution is noted on the ANACS
label.

Photos of all lots can be found at www.earlycentsauctions.com
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LOT 535 1841 N-6 R1 ANACS graded MS62 Brown.
Frosty light olive and steel brown with a few tiny
peeps of very faded mint color showing on both
sides. The only notable defects are two small specks
of fine carbon near star 11. E-MDS, die state a. The
early die lines are dull but still visible. Our grade
is MS60. The attribution is noted on the ANACS
label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 536 1841 N-7 R2 ANACS graded VF35. Glossy
medium brown. Smooth and void of notable marks,
just worn. MDS, die state b. The hub defects
(small lumps) under the date are weak. Our grade
is VF20. The attribution is noted on the ANACS
label.

LOT 538 1842 N-8 R1 Large Date ANACS graded AU58.
Lustrous light olive and bluish steel brown with
traces of mellowed mint red still visible, especially
on the reverse. The notable marks are a spot of
slightly darker brown toning just right of the inner
curl and a faint vertical hairline scratch on the cheek.
MDS, die state b. The earlier die lines on the reverse
are gone but the point from the point from the right
top of the N in CENT is clear. Our grade is AU58.
The attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 539 1843 N-2 R1 ANACS graded MS60 Details
Corroded. Lightly cleaned and retoned medium
brown and light chocolate with lighter reddish
tan in protected areas on the reverse. There is fine
carbon at stars 1-4 to the nose and a pit under the
C in AMERICA. A sharp cent that needs a but of
TLC to improve the eye appeal. E-MDS, die state a,
with a rim cud break at UN. Our grade is AU58
sharpness net EF40. The attribution is noted on
the ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 537 1842 N-2 R1 Small Date ANACS graded EF45.
Glossy light chocolate brown and steel. Frost shows
in protected areas and this cent has very nice eye
appeal. No notable marks, nearly choice. MDS, die
state b. The die defects under the date are weak and
blurry but still visible. Our grade is VF30+. The
attribution is noted on the ANACS label.

LOT 540 1843 N-4 R1 Obverse of 1842, Reverse of 1844
ANACS graded MS60 Details Recolored. Frosty
light golden tan with greenish steel overtones.
Obviously dipped and partially retoned. A small
spot of carbon in the top of the hair bun is the
only notable mark. M-LDS, die state c. The die
lumps under the date are gone but the points from
the left top of the N in ONE are clear. Needs a
proper recoloring. Our grade is net AU50. The
attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection
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LOT 541 1843 N-6 R1 Mature Head Repunched 18
ANACS graded MS63 Red & Brown. Lustrous
light olive and steel brown with 10% of the obverse
and 25% of the reverse showing mint red. A choice
cent if not for a few small carbon spots including an
obvious one over star 3 and subtle ones at the dentils
below the 3 and right of star 13. Sharply struck
state b late with a thin but strong rim cud break at
star 13. The repunching on the 18 is clear. Our
grade is MS60+. The attribution is noted on the
ANACS label.

LOT 544 1844 N-1 R1 Repunched 1 ANACS graded
MS60 Brown. Glossy light to medium chocolate
brown with some lighter steel brown in protected
areas. There is a small area of microscopic roughness
under star 13 and some light contact marks on the
neck. M-LDS, die state d. There are fine die cracks
on both sides but the repunching is still visible on
both sides of the base of the 1. Our grade is net
AU50. The attribution is noted on the ANACS
label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 542 1843 N-9 R2+ Petite Head Small Letters
ANACS graded MS61 Brown. Lustrous medium
brown with hints of very faded mint red showing
on the reverse. The only notable defects are a small
splash of slightly darker reddish brown toning under
the eye and a tiny pin prick in the field off the brow
lock. Nicely struck M-LDS. The earlier lumps
under the date are gone but there are no rim cuds
visible. The repunching on the 84 is clear. Our
grade is AU58. The attribution is noted on the
ANACS label.

LOT 545 1844/81 N-2 R2 Overdate 44 over Inverted 18
ANACS graded AU55. Glossy light chocolate
brown with small splashes of darker chocolate
toning on the right side of the obverse. Mint frost
shows in protected areas, particularly on the reverse.
No roughness or verdigris, only small contact
marks scattered over the obverse including a nick
on the eyebrow, and there is soft dirt in some of
the most-protected areas. MDS, die state b. The
44/81 feature is obvious. A decent example of this
popular “Redbook” variety. Our grade is EF45.
The attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 543 1843 N-9 R2+ Petite Head Small Letters ANACS
graded VF35. Glossy medium brown. Smooth
with only trivial contact marks. A puff of darker
brown toning in the field at the mouth can help
identify this cent. LDS, die state c. The small lump
under the 1 in the date is gone but the repunching
on the 84 is visible. Our grade is VF20+. The
attribution is noted on the ANACS label.

LOT 546 1844 N-4 R1+ ANACS graded MS63 Brown.
Frosty light to medium chocolate brown. The only
notable mark is a dull nick under the eye. A very
attractive cent that looks mint state but there is a
hint of rub on the highest points of the portrait.
LDS, die state d, with die cracks on the reverse and
narrow rim cuds at stars 4 & 5. Our grade is AU58.
The attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

Photos of all lots can be found at www.earlycentsauctions.com
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LOT 547 1844 N-7 R2+ ANACS graded AU58. Frosty
brown and chocolate with steel brown toning on the
highpoints of the obverse. The only notable mark is
a small nick between stars 11 & 12. EDS, die state
a, before any lumps or cuds on the obverse. Our
grade is EF45+, close to AU50. The attribution
is noted on the ANACS label.

LOT 548 1845 N-2 R1 ANACS graded EF45. Frosty
chocolate and olive brown with lighter steel brown
toning in the protected areas, particularly on the
obverse. The only notable mark is a tiny rim nick
over the left top of the second T in STATES. MDS,
die state b. The shallow lump over the N in ONE
is weak, barely visible. Our grade is VF35+. The
attribution is noted on the ANACS label.

LOT 549 1845 N-4 R1 Repunched 5 ANACS graded MS64
Brown. Glossy medium chocolate brown and steel
with very faded mint color showing in protected
areas on both sides. No marks or other defects,
but there are traces of dirt or “Care” in protected
areas. Sharply struck EDS, die state a, before any
die cracks. The triple punching at the top of the 5 is
clear. Our grade is MS60. The attribution is noted
on the ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection
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LOT 550 1845 N-7 R5- ANACS graded EF45. Glossy
chocolate brown with lighter brown toning on the
highpoints. Looks choice to the unaided eye but
a glass reveals some light contact marks on the
cheek. EDS, die state a, with an uncracked reverse.
Our grade is VF35 sharpness net VF30. The
attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
Ex Robert E. Vail, Superior 9/7/1997:656-Robert E.
Matthews-Matthews Estate, Goldbergs 2/19/2020:748

LOT 551 1845 N-10 R3- ANACS graded AU58. Frosty
light to medium brown. Satiny and very attractive
showing only a few minor marks including a tiny
tick on the cheek and a minor rim bruise over the O
in OF. MDS, die state b, with two die cracks up to
the dentils from the left top of the E in UNITED.
Our grade is AU50+. The attribution is noted on
the ANACS label.
Ex R. S. Brown, Jr.-Robert E. Matthews CollectionMatthews Estate, Goldbergs 2/19/2020:752

LOT 552 1846 N-1 R1 Repunched 18 ANACS graded
MS62 Brown. Frosty light olive and steel with light
reddish brown toning on the berries over the N in
ONE. The surfaces are satiny and this cent has
excellent eye appeal. M-LDS, die state c, with die
cracks on both sides. The repunching at the 18 is
clear. Our grade is MS62. The attribution is noted
on the ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

COLLECTIONS FROM SAM NACOL & ROBERT BROWNELL
CONDITION CENSUS 1846 N-3

LOT 553 1846 N-3 R2 Repunched 4 ANACS graded MS63 Red & Brown. Lustrous light bluish steel brown with 10% of the obverse
and 35% of the reverse showing original mint red. Satiny and very attractive. The only notable mark is a tiny tick on the rim
at star 2. E-MDS, die state b. The early die lines at star 13 are gone and there are no cud breaks. Our grade is MS63, tied
for CC#3 honors in the Grellman census. The attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 554 1846 N-8 R1 ANACS graded MS62 Brown.
Very attractive frosty medium steel brown with
underlying mint luster covering the fields and
protected areas. Looks choice mint state but there
is a hint of rub on the highest points of the devices.
M-LDS, die state b. The earlier die lines at the
throat are faint, nearly gone. Our grade is AU58.
The attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
Ex Robert E. Matthews Collection-Matthews Estate,
Goldbergs 2/19/2020:760

LOT 555 1846 N-9 R2 ANACS graded MS63 Brown.
Frosty light golden olive and tan. Satiny and nearly
flawless except for a light diagonal nick on the
jawline left of the earlobe. M-LDS, die state b. The
die line at CA is dull and weak but still visible. Our
grade is MS60. The attribution is noted on the
ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 556 1846 N-11 R1 Medium Date ANACS graded
MS62 Brown. Glossy light olive and greenish steel
with faded mint red in protected areas, particularly
on the obverse. The best identifying marks are a
tiny diagonal tick close off the chin and a splash
of lighter reddish tan toning on the second S in
STATES. EDS, die state a, with fine die lines from
the dentils under the date. Our grade is MS60, tied
for CC#9 in the Grellman census. The attribution
is noted on the ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 557 1846 N-12 R1 Tall Date ANACS graded MS63
Brown. Frosty light to medium brown with
generous traces of mint red showing on both sides.
Nearly flawless, only trivial specks of darker toning
here and there, none notable. A tiny tick in the field
well off the lower half of the nose is the only notable
sign of contact. EDS, die state a, a scarce die state
that shows fine repunching left of the base of the 4.
Our grade is MS60+. The attribution is noted on
the ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

Photos of all lots can be found at www.earlycentsauctions.com
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LOT 558 1847 N-4 R3 Repunched 18 ANACS graded AU58. Lustrous medium brown and light olive with traces of underlying very
faded mint color peeking through, particularly on the reverse. The surfaces are satiny and this cent has great eye appeal. The
only mark is a spot of darker toning (not carbon) on the rim above the right side of star 5. A bit softly struck on the hair at the
top of the ear and on the coronet over LIB as often seen on this variety. M-LDS, die state d, with die cracks on the reverse. The
repunching on the 18 is still clear, strongest on the 1. Our grade is AU58. The attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

CONDITION CENSUS 1847 N-5

LOT 559 1847 N-5 R3+ Repunched 84 ANACS graded MS63 Brown. Lustrous light bluish steel brown and chocolate with traces
of faded mint red showing on both sides, particularly on the reverse. The surfaces are satiny and this cent has excellent eye
appeal. The only notable marks are a minor scratch on the rim over AM and a small planchet chip on the coronet over the B
(as struck). Nicely struck E-MDS, die state a, before the reverse die cracked. The repunching on the 84 is sharp. Our grade
is MS60, tied for CC#4 honors in the Grellman census. The attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
Ex Chris Young, 2003 EAC Sale, McCawley & Grellman Auctions, lot 731
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EQUAL FINEST 1847 N-11

LOT 560 1847 N-11 R4- ANACS graded MS65 Brown.. Lustrous bluish steel brown and light chocolate. Sharp and flawless except for
a fine hairline scratch from the field off the end of the nose to the dentils right of star 5. MDS, die state a late, with fine radial
die flowlines in the fields but before any rim cud breaks on the obverse. Sharply struck with full radial lines in all the stars and
a complete coronet. This cent has outstanding eye appeal in spite of the barely visible scratch. Our grade is MS60+, tied for
finest known honors in the Grellman census. The attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 561 1847 N-13 R4 ANACS graded AU58 Details
Cleaned. Sharpness AU50 but the obverse was
lightly burnished and is partly retoned glossy light
steel brown with underlying very faded red. The
reverse is original glossy medium chocolate brown
with frost in protected areas. No marks or additional
defects. LDS, die state d, with strong die cracks on
the reverse and a small but clearly defined rim cud
over the R in AMERICA. Our grade is net VF35.
The attribution is noted on the ANACS label.

LOT 563 1847 N-23 R5 ANACS graded AU55. Attractive
glossy medium brown and light chocolate. Mint
frost shows in the protected areas and the only
notable marks are a light scuff on the rim on the
right side of the reverse, strongest over S-O. M-LDS,
die state d, with strong die cracks on the reverse but
no rim cuds. Our grade is EF45. A nice example
of this tough die variety. The attribution is noted on
the ANACS label.

Ex Kurt Krueger Auctions 4/1988:54-Thomas D.
Reynolds 11/24/2000-Terry Denman Collection

LOT 562 1847 N-20 R3 ANACS graded AU55. Frosty
medium chocolate brown and steel. A very
attractive cent with light friction on the highpoints
and only microscopic marks, none notable. MDS
with fine radial die flowlines in the fields. Our
grade is EF45+. The attribution is noted on the
ANACS label.

LOT 564 1847 N-24 R1 ANACS graded AU55. Frosty light
steel brown. Mint frost covers the protected areas
and there are no notable marks, just light friction
on the highpoints. EDS, die state a, with strong die
lines in the obverse fields. Our grade is EF45+,
close to AU50. The attribution is noted on the
ANACS label.
Ex R. S. Brown, Jr., 6/1989-Thomas D. Reynolds 1999

Photos of all lots can be found at www.earlycentsauctions.com
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LOT 565 1847 N-30 R4 ANACS graded AU58. Choice
frosty medium steel brown and light olive. Satiny
and very attractive with trivial marks and just a
light touch of friction on the highpoints. The best
identifying marks are two tiny ticks on the eyebrow,
neither visible without the aid of a good glass.
MDS, die state b, with a tiny lump on the top of
the ribbon but no rim cud. Our grade is EF45+,
close to AU50, and tied for CC#8 honors in the
Grellman census. Comes with a nice provenance.
The attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
Ex Floyd T. Starr, Stack’s 12/6/1984:1845--Richard V.
Punchard 6/15/1989-Wesley A. Rasmussen, McCawley
& Grellman Auctions/Superior 2/8/1998:173-Robert
E. Matthews Collection-Matthews Estate, Goldbergs
2/19/2020:787 (includes the Punchard and Rasmussen
collection envelopes and the Rasmussen auction lot ticket)

LOT 566 1847 N-32 R4 ANACS graded MS60 Brown.
Frosty light brown with a few small areas of darker
chocolate toning on the reverse; one at the dentils
over TE in UNITED and another in the dentils over
TAT in STATES. A tiny nick on the chin and a
vertical nick at the bottom of the neck are the only
notable contact marks. E-MDS, die state b, with
a cracked reverse but no rim cud. Our grade is
AU55. The attribution is noted on the ANACS
label.
Ex Joe Tomasko 2/1990-Robert E. Matthews CollectionMatthews Estate, Goldbergs 2/19/2020:791 (includes the
Matthews collection envelope)

CONDITION CENSUS 1847 N-34

LOT 567 1847 N-34 R5 VF35. Glossy medium brown and light chocolate. There are a few small contact marks on otherwise smooth,
attractive surfaces. The notable marks are a thin, light horizontal nick in the field off the chin and a barely visible rim bruise
at above the O in OF. M-LDS, die state c, with a fine die crack on the reverse. Our grade is EF40 sharpness net VF35 and
tied for CC#5 in the Grellman census. The attribution is incorrectly shown as N-3 rather that N-34 on the ANACS label.
Ex Thomas D. Reynolds 1/1993 (via Bob Grellman)-R. S. Brown, Jr., McCawley & Grellman Auctions/Superior 6/1998:571-Robert E.
Matthews Collection-Matthews Estate, Goldbergs 2/19/2020:793
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LOT 568 1847 N-37 R1 ANACS graded AU58. Frosty
medium brown with slightly lighter tan on the
highpoints. The only mark is a light scratch on the
rim at star 11. MDS. Our grade is AU50+, close
to AU55. The attribution is noted on the ANACS
label.

LOT 571 1848 N-2 R1+ Repunched 18 ANACS graded
AU58. Very attractive frosty medium brown and
light chocolate. A choice cent showing just a trace
of friction on the highpoints and no notable marks.
LDS, die state d, with a die crack on the reverse.
The repunching on the 18 is still clearly visible. Our
grade is AU50+, close to AU55. The attribution
is noted on the ANACS label.
Ex Robert E. Matthews Collection-Matthews Estate,
Goldbergs 2/19/2020:798 (lot of 4)

LOT 569 1847 N-39 R3- ANACS graded AU55. Frosty
medium brown and light chocolate with subtle
overtones of light bluish steel, particularly on the
reverse. The fields and protected areas are satiny and
the eye appeal is excellent. Just a few microscopic
ticks on the face and a hint of rub on the very highest
points of the portrait. LDS, die state b, with fine die
cracks on the reverse. The earlier die lines through
the O in ONE are gone. Our grade is AU55. The
attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
Ex Herman Halpern, Stack’s 3/16/1988:604 (as MS60)Terry Denman Collection

LOT 572 1848 N-6 R1 ANACS graded AU53. Glossy
medium brown with mint frost covering the
protected areas, particularly on the reverse. Choice
if not for a very fine scratch on the throat. M-LDS,
die state d, with die cracks on the reverse, strongest
at MER. Our grade is net EF45. The attribution
is noted on the ANACS label.
Ex David Proskey 3/29/1931-unknown-Gables Coin
Shop (FL) 12/1977-Bob Grellman 3/30/1984-Jack H.
Robinson, Superior 1/29/1989:1387 (as AU50)-Robert
E. Matthews Collection-Matthews Estate, Goldbergs
2/19/2020:804 (lot of 4) (includes the Matthews collection
envelope)

LOT 570 1848 N-1 R1 Repunched 184 ANACS graded
AU53. Glossy dark olive brown with frosty lighter
steel brown in protected areas. The surfaces are
smooth and the only notable mark is a tick on the
chin. MDS, die state b. The repunching is weak on
the 1 & 8 but clearly visible on the 4. Our grade
is EF45. The attribution is noted on the ANACS
label.
Ex Robert E. Matthews Collection-Matthews Estate,
Goldbergs 2/19/2020:798 (lot of 4)

LOT 573 1848 N-9 R1 ANACS graded AU58. Choice
frosty medium brown with peeps of faded mint red
showing on the reverse. A spot of fine carbon in the
dentils at ED in UNITED is the only mark. MDS,
die state b, with a die crack at ME but no rim cuds.
Our grade is AU55. The attribution is noted on
the ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

Photos of all lots can be found at www.earlycentsauctions.com
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LOT 574 1848 N-9 R1 ANACS graded AU55. Frosty light brown with a few tiny peeps of mint red showing on the reverse. Sharpness
very close to mint state but there is a spot of fine carbon over star 5 and another on the rim right of star 10. Otherwise quite
nice. MDS, die state b, with a fine die crack at ME but no rim cuds. Our grade is net AU50+. The attribution is noted on
the ANACS label.
Ex Robert E. Matthews Collection-Matthews Estate, Goldbergs 2/19/2020:798 (lot of 4) (includes the Matthews collection envelope)

LOT 575 1848 N-10 R3 ANACS graded AU50. Frosty light to medium steel brown. Smooth and attractive with only minor contact
marks including a small chip midway between star 11 and the hair bun.. MDS, die state c, with fine die cracks and sinking on
the reverse. Our grade is EF40+. The attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
Ex Dean Oakes 8/19/1985-Jack H. Robinson, Superior 1/29/1989:1396-R. S. Brown, Jr., -Robert E. Matthews Collection-Matthews Estate,
Goldbergs 2/19/2020:804 (lot of 4) (includes the Brown and Matthews collection envelopes and Robinson lot ticket)

LOT 576 1848 N-11 R5 ANACS graded AU58 Details
Corroded. Mostly frosty light to medium steel
brown with reddish brown toning in some of the
fields and protected areas. Although there are a few
small areas of microscopic roughness, particularly in
two spots on the reverse, most of the “roughness”
comes from very fine die rust associated with this
variety, particularly in the fields near the stars.
ANACS may have been a bit harsh on this one.
MDS, die state b, with a die crack on the reverse
but no cud breaks. Our grade is net EF40. Comes
with a nice provenance. The attribution is noted on
the ANACS label.
Ex Henry C. Hines-Willard C. Blaisdell 9/1976-Del
Bland-R. E. Naftzger, Jr., 1988 EAC Sale, lot 403-J. R.
Frankenfield, McCawley & Grellman Auctions/Superior
2/17/2001:1458-Terry Denman Collection (includes the
Denman collection envelope)
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LOT 577 1848 N-12 R1 ANACS graded AU58. Choice
glossy medium brown with frost covering the
protected areas. Just a hint of friction on the
highpoints and only a few microscopic contact
marks, none notable. A nice cent. M-LDS, die state
c. The earlier die lines at ERIC are gone and there
are traces of fine die rust on the obverse. Our grade
is AU50. The attribution is noted on the ANACS
label.
Ex McCawley & Grellman Auctions 7/31/1993:161-Robert
E. Matthews Collection-Matthews Estate, Goldbergs
2/19/2020:798 (lot of 4) (includes the M&G lot ticket and
Matthews collection envelope)

COLLECTIONS FROM SAM NACOL & ROBERT BROWNELL

LOT 578 1848 N-16 R2 Repunched 184 ANACS graded
AU55. Glossy medium brown and light chocolate
with some medium chocolate brown toning at the
top of the reverse. Smooth and void of notable
marks, just lightly worn. Rare EDS, die state a, with
fine repunching visible on the 184 and a small but
strong lump in the field under the 4. Our grade
is EF40. Comes with a nice provenance. The
attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
Ex Henry C. Hines-Willard C. Blaisdell 9/1976-Del
Bland-R. E. Naftzger, Jr.-R. S. Brown, Jr., Superior
9/30/1986:1153-Dr. Thomas S. Chalkley, Superior
1/1990:1001-J. R. Frankenfield, McCawley & Grellman
Auctions/Superior
2/17/2001:1469-Terry
Denman
Collection (includes the Denman collection envelope)

LOT 579 1848 N-17 R1 ANACS graded MS63 Brown.
Glossy light brown with traces of faded mint color
remaining on both sides, especially on the reverse.
The only contact mark is a nick in the field under
the chin. There is a subtle puff of darker toning
right of star 2 and another right of star 6. Scarce
EDS, die state a, with evidence of repunching on
all 4 digits of the date. Our grade is MS60. The
attribution is noted on the ANACS label.

LOT 581 1848 N-25 R4 ANACS graded AU55 Details
Date Area Tooled. Frosty tan and light brown with
darker steel brown toning on the highpoints. There
is a dull, shallow horizontal nick on the cheek left of
the earlobe and some extremely faint pinscratches
inside the loops of the second 8 (must be the reason
for the “Date Area Tooled” assessment by ANACS).
Otherwise the only defects are some shallow low
spots on both sides caused by debris/lubricant on the
dies. LDS, die state c, with die rust on the obverse
and extensive crumbling on the reverse. Our
grade is net EF40. The attribution is noted on the
ANACS label.
Ex Joseph V. Dooley, McCawley & Grellman
1/11/1997:544-Grant Reed, McCawley & Grellman
Auctions/Superior 9/1998:1744-Thomas D. Reynolds
3/26/1999-Terry Denman Collection (includes the
Denman collection envelope)

From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 580 1848 N-23 R3+ ANACS graded AU50. Glossy
medium brown and light chocolate. Smooth and
attractive. The only notable mark is a very light
diagonal scratch under star 4. MDS, die state b.
The early die line from the first S in STATES to
the E in CENT is gone. Our grade is EF40. The
attribution is noted on the ANACS label.

LOT 582 1848 N-26 R5 ANACS graded VF20. Glossy
medium brown blending to darker chocolate brown
in protected areas. No roughness, only small contact
marks including a thin diagonal nick at the top of
the I in LIBERTY. MDS, die state b. Most of the die
lines at ONE CENT are gone. Our grade is F12.
The attribution is noted on the ANACS label.

Photos of all lots can be found at www.earlycentsauctions.com
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LOT 583 1848 N-28 R1 ANACS graded AU58. Frosty light
brown and tan with slightly darker steel brown
toning on the highpoints. No defects, just light
friction on the highpoints. MDS, die state b, with a
dull die line connecting the tops of the second S in
STATES with the top of the O in OF. Our grade
is AU50. The attribution is noted on the ANACS
label.

LOT 584 1848 N-31 R2+ ANACS graded AU55. Frosty
light steel brown. The only mark is a subtle puff of
slightly darker toning just right of star 2. Rare EDS,
die state a, without the tops of the C & E in CENT
connected by crumbling. Our grade is AU50. Not
in the overall condition census for the variety but
second finest of the early die state. The attribution
is noted on the ANACS label.
Ex Robert E. Matthews Collection-Matthews Estate,
Goldbergs 2/19/2020:816 (lot of 3) (includes the
Matthews collection envelope)

LOT 585 1848 N-35 R2 ANACS graded AU55. Frosty tan
and light brown with darker steel brown toning on
the highpoints. Only trivial ticks, none notable.
A small puff of slightly darker toning at the hair
under star 8 is the best identifying mark. MDS, die
state a late. The small bar from the dentils over the
U in UNITED is dull but still visible. Our grade
is EF45. The attribution is noted on the ANACS
label.
Ex Robert E. Matthews Collection-Matthews Estate,
Goldbergs 2/19/2020:808 (lot of 4)
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LOT 586 1848 N-41 R1 ANACS graded AU58. Frosty light
to medium brown and chocolate. Very attractive
with just a hint of friction on the highest points of
the portrait. The fields are satiny and the only mark
is a small planchet chip on the rim under the first 8.
E-MDS, die state b, with crumbling in the notch on
the left side of the second 8. Our grade is AU50+,
close to AU55. The attribution is noted on the
ANACS label.

LOT 587 1849 N-14 R3- Repunched 4 ANACS graded
MS61 Brown. Frosty light olive and golden
steel. Satiny and nearly void of marks. The best
identifying marks are a faint spot of darker toning
on the rim at star 6 and a small low spot in the field
right of the inner curl (as struck). MDS, die state
b, with die cracks at ME and RI. The repunching
on the 4 is still clear. Our grade is MS60. The
attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 588 1849 N-20 R1 ANACS graded MS63 Brown.
Lustrous light olive and bluish steel brown. Satiny
and very attractive. The only notable marks are a
couple faint hairlines in the field before the face and a
barely visible dull dent on the tip of the nose. MDS,
die state b. The earlier die lines on the reverse are
gone. Our grade is MS60+ net AU58+ (for the
small mark on the tip of the nose). The attribution
is noted on the ANACS label.

COLLECTIONS FROM SAM NACOL & ROBERT BROWNELL

LOT 589 1849 N-21 R4 ANACS graded AU55. Choice glossy medium brown with frost in the fields and protected areas, especially on
the reverse. Smooth and nearly flawless, just very lightly worn. The only notable mark is a small planchet flake at the dentils
over the N in UNITED. EDS with numerous die lines on the reverse. Our grade is EF45. The attribution is noted on the
ANACS label.
Ex Garry F. Fitzgerald-G. M. “Pat” Patterson, Kagin’s 5/1988:1280-J. R. Frankenfield, McCawley & Grellman Auctions/Superior
2/17/2001:1550-Terry Denman (includes the Denman collection envelope)

THE DOWNING-NAFTZGER 1849 N-23

LOT 590 1849 N-23 R3 ANACS graded AU58, Recolored. Looks like a mint state cent that was coated with lacquer following a light
cleaning on the reverse. The obverse is lustrous steel brown and chocolate with bluish steel overtones. The reverse is mostly red
with steel brown toning on the highpoints. The only marks are a few light nicks on the obverse, mostly on the face and neck.
E-MDS, die state a, with die rust evident around the date. The die lines from the neck are strong. One of the finest known
of the earlier die state of this variety; most of the high grade examples are from the late die state (Newcomb’s old #13). This
cent may benefit if the lacquer is removed. Our grade is net AU50. Comes with a very nice provenance. The attribution is
noted on the ANACS label.
Ex Homer K. Downing 4/5/1948-Willard C. Blaisdell 9/1976-Del Bland-R. E. Naftzger, Jr.-Naftzger Estate, McCawley & Grellman
Auctions/Goldbergs 9/7/2009:954 (includes the Blaisdell and Naftzger collection envelopes)

Photos of all lots can be found at www.earlycentsauctions.com
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LOT 591 1849 N-28 R3 ANACS graded MS61 Brown.
Frosty light to medium brown with hints of
underlying very faded mint color peeking through
in the fields on the obverse. A puff of slightly darker
toning at the dentils right of star 7, a nick on the
chin, and a collection of extremely light contact
marks under CENT are the notable defects. MDS,
die state b. Some of the earlier die lines on the
reverse are gone. Our grade is MS60 net AU58.
The attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
Ex J. P. Young, Stack’s 3/11/1998:97 (where misattributed
as N-9)-Chris McCawley-R. S. Brown, Jr., McCawley &
Grellman Auctions/Superior 6/2/2002:766 (includes the
Brown collection envelope and both lot tickets)

LOT 592 1850 N-3 R1 ANACS graded AU55. Glossy
medium brown and light chocolate. An attractive
cent showing only a few microscopic contact marks,
none notable. E-MDS, die state b early. Traces of
the early die lines are still visible but most are gone.
Our grade is EF45. The attribution is noted on the
ANACS label.
Ex Robert E. Matthews Collection-Matthews Estate,
Goldbergs 2/19/2020:843 (lot of 4) (includes the
Matthews collection envelope)

LOT 593 1850 N-5 R4 ANACS graded AU50. Glossy
medium brown. Smooth and very attractive. The
only marks are a tick over the eye and some light
marks on the obverse rim, the strongest one at star
4. Rare EDS, die state a, with smooth fields and a
strong die line down from the inner hair bun. Our
grade is EF40 net VF35+. The attribution is
noted on the ANACS label.

LOT 594 1850 N-7 R1 ANACS graded MS62 Red &
Brown. Frosty olive brown and chocolate with traces
of very faded mint red on the obverse and at least
a third of the reverse showing brighter mint color.
The surfaces are satiny and the only marks are a few
specks of carbon including one between stars 2 & 3
and three more outside stars 11 & 12. The reverse is
mark-free. MDS, die state b, with flowlined fields.
Our grade is MS62. The attribution is noted on
the ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 595 1850 N-11 R3+ ANACS graded AU50. Glossy
light olive and steel brown with light bluish steel
overtones on the reverse. There are some contact
marks on the rim under the date but otherwise quite
nice. E-MDS, die state a. The points down from the
left foot of the N in ONE are weak but still visible.
Our grade is EF45 net EF40. The attribution is
noted on the ANACS label.
Ex McCawley & Grellman Auctions 1/11/1992:330-Walter
Dudgeon, McCawley & Grellman Auctions 7/30/1994:366
(includes the Dudgeon collection envelope and both lot
tickets)

LOT 596 1850 N-14 R4 ANACS graded AU53. Very
attractive glossy medium brown with frost in
protected areas, particularly on the reverse. Smooth
surfaces and the only notable marks are a light
diagonal scratch over star 3 and a dull nick over
star 12. Rare EDS, die state a. The die lines at the
throat and over ICA are clear. Our grade is EF40.
One of the finest seen in the early die state. The
attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
Ex Robert E. Mathews Collection-Matthews Estate,
Goldbergs 2/19/2020:844 (lot of 5) (includes the
Matthews collection envelope)
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LOT 597 1850 N-15 R2 ANACS graded AU50. Glossy
medium olive with satiny mint frost in the fields and
protected areas. Smooth and very attractive with
just a few trivial ticks on the jaw. EDS, die state
a. The die lines over star 5 are clear. Our grade
is EF45. The attribution is noted on the ANACS
label.
Ex Robert E. Mathews Collection-Matthews Estate,
Goldbergs 2/19/2020:843 (lot of 4) (includes the
Matthews collection envelope)

LOT 598 1850 N-18 R4 ANACS graded AU55. Glossy
medium brown with frost in the fields and protected
areas. A very attractive cent. Just a few minor
marks including two barely visible rim bruises at the
left end of the date, a dull vertical nick over star ,
and some ticks on the jaw. EDS, die state a. The
two die lines at the dentils over star 7 are sharp.
Our grade is EF45 net EF40+. The attribution is
noted on the ANACS label.
Ex Robert E. Mathews Collection-Matthews Estate,
Goldbergs 2/19/2020:844 (lot of 5)

LOT 599 1850 N-21 R2 ANACS graded MS64 Red &
Brown. Frosty mint red fading to steel brown and
chocolate with a third of the mint color remaining
on both sides. A carbon spot at the dentils below
star 1 and another at the dentils over the first A in
AMERICA are the only marks. LDS, die state c,
with two rim cuds on the reverse (Newcomb’s old
#10). Our grade is MS62. The attribution is
noted on the ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 600 1850 N-23 R2 ANACS graded AU55. Frosty
medium brown and light chocolate. The fields are
satiny and there is just a touch of friction on the
highpoints. The only marks are a small carbon spot
at the top of the neck at the jawline and a tiny rim
nick off the end of the wreath stem. EDS, die state
a, with crisp dentils around both sides and no die
line at the top of OF. Our grade is EF45+. The
attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
Ex Robert E. Matthews Collection-Matthews Estate,
Goldbergs 2/19/2020:843 (lot of 4) (includes the
Matthews collection envelope)

LOT 601 1850 N-24 R5- ANACS graded EF45 Details
Scratched. Glossy light chocolate brown and steel
with lighter brown in protected areas on the reverse.
The surfaces are smooth and the only significant
marks are four short scratches over NT in CENT.
MDS. Our grade is VF30+ net VF25. The
attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
Ex Richard V. Punchard 1/1989-Superior 1/1990:1066R. S. Brown, Jr., McCawley & Grellman Auctions/
Superior 6/1998:657-The Benson Collection, Goldbergs
2/2001:578-Terry Denman Collection (includes the
Denman collection envelope)

LOT 602 1850 N-25 R4 ANACS graded EF45. Frosty tan
and light brown with darker steel brown toning on
the highpoints. Just a few trivial ticks on the neck
and jaw, none notable. MDS. Our grade is VF35.
The attribution is noted on the ANACS label.

Photos of all lots can be found at www.earlycentsauctions.com
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LOT 603 1850 N-26 R5- ANACS graded EF45. Glossy
medium brown with smooth surfaces. Just minor
marks including a shallow scuff under the ear and
some very tiny rim nicks at star 6. LDS, die state b.
The die line over UN is short. Our grade is VF30.
The attribution is noted on the ANACS label.

LOT 606 1851 N-2 R1 ANACS graded MS62 Brown.
Frosty medium brown and steel with traces of mint
red on the obverse. Essentially void of marks but
there is a shallow low spot covering the neck. LDS,
die state b. The die line at the throat is gone and
the top of the 8 weak due to die wear. Our grade
is MS60. The attribution is noted on the ANACS
label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 604 1850 N-28 R3- ANACS graded AU58. Frosty
bluish steel brown. The fields are lustrous and this
cent has very nice eye appeal. There is a small carbon
spot in the dentils over star 11 and some light nicks
on the neck and face, none notable. E-MDS, die
state a. The fine die line inside the bottom of the
E in ONE is still visible. Our grade is EF45. The
attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
Ex McLaughlin & Robinson Auctions #4392, lot 891
(as AU55)-Robert E. Matthews Collection-Matthews
Estate, Goldbergs 2/19/2020:843 (lot of 4) (includes the
Matthews collection envelope and the M&R lot ticket)

LOT 605 1850 N-28 R3- ANACS graded AU50. Glossy
medium brown. Smooth but there are some nicks
on the face and ear. MDS, die state b. The fine die
line inside the bottom of the E in ONE is gone. Our
grade is EF40+ net VF35+. The attribution is
noted on the ANACS label.
Ex Colonel Steven K. Ellsworth-Chris McCawley
8/16/2013-Terry Denman (includes the Denman
collection envelope)
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LOT 607 1851/81 N-3 R1 Overdate 51 over Inverted 18
ANACS graded MS63 Brown. Lustrous bluish steel
and golden tan with very faded underlying mint red
showing in a few of the protected places. Sharply
struck with just a few trivial marks including a speck
between stars 3 & 4, another at the right top of star
5, and a tick hidden in the leaves right of the E in
ONE. Sharply struck EDS, die state a, with die lines
in the field around the date. The 51 over 81 feature
is strong. A nice example of this popular “Redbook”
variety. Our grade is MS62. The attribution is
noted on the ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 608 1851 N-9 R3 ANACS graded MS60 Brown.
Frosty medium brown and light chocolate with a
streak of darker olive brown toning from star 5 to
the bottom of the hair bun. The fields are lustrous.
Looks mint state but there is a trace of friction on
the highest points of the devices. LDS, die state b.
The earlier vertical die lines near the main curl are
gone. Our grade is AU50+, close to AU55. A
variety that is difficult to find in high grade. The
attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
Ex Robert E. Matthews Collection-Matthews Estate,
Goldbergs 2/19/2020:864 (lot of 5)

COLLECTIONS FROM SAM NACOL & ROBERT BROWNELL
CERTIFIED RED 1851 N-10

LOT 609 1851 N-10 R1 PCGS graded MS65 RED. Lustrous bright mint red just starting to fade to light steel brown on the highpoints,
about 85% of the original mint color remaining. There are some microscopic specks of darker toning scattered over both sides;
the only ones visible to the unaided eye are a speck in the dentils under the 5 and another under the right side of the O in ONE.
A thin nick on the rim right of star 13 and a very tiny chip out of the rim over the A in STATES can also help identify this cent.
M-LDS, die state b. The earlier die lines are gone and there is a small lump before the eye. Our grade is MS65, tied for CC#3
honors in the Grellman census. An impressive cent. The Sturgeon Collection provenance is noted on the PCGS label.
Ex Sturgeon Collection

LOT 610 1851 N-10 R1 ANACS graded AU58. Very attractive frosty light brown with mint luster covering the fields and protected
areas. Looks mint state but there is a hint of rub on the very highest points of the portrait. The only notable defect is a shallow
planchet flake on the rim under the end of the wreath stem (as struck). There are some extremely faint hairlines on the cheek,
but it takes a strong glass and just the right light angles to see them. LDS, die state b. There is a small lump before the eye
and another larger one midway between stars 3 & 4. Our grade is AU50. The attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
Ex Thomas D. Reynolds-Robert E. Matthews Collection-Matthews Estate, Goldbergs 2/19/2020:864 (lot of 5) (includes the Reynolds/
Matthews collection envelope)

LOT 611 1851 N-12 R1 ANACS graded AU55. Frosty light
to medium brown with some reddish brown toning
at MER and the wreath ribbon. The reddish areas
show traces of crud in the protected places. Nicely
struck and free of notable contact marks. MDS,
die state b, with crisscrossed die lines at the inner
curl. Our grade is AU50 sharpness net EF45+.
The attribution is incorrectly shown as N-24 on the
ANACS label.

LOT 612 1851 N-13 R1 ANACS graded MS62 Brown.
Frosty light brown. Looks mint state but there is a
hint of rub on the highest points of the devices. Just
a couple minor marks including a small rim nick at
star 9 and a speck of darker toning at the dentils
below the right foot of the first 1 in the date. LDS,
die state d (Reiver’s old #43). The points from the
bottom of the main curl are gone. Our grade is
AU55. The attribution is noted on the ANACS
label.
Ex Robert E. Matthews Collection-Matthews Estate,
Goldbergs 2/19/2020:864 (lot of 5)

Photos of all lots can be found at www.earlycentsauctions.com
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LOT 613 1851 N-14 R2 First 1 Repunched ANACS
graded AU53. Frosty light olive and steel brown
with ample traces of faded mint red showing,
particularly on the reverse. Just a trace of rub on the
highest points from mint state, but the strike is soft
on the shoulder, the truncation, and the opposing
areas on the upper part of the reverse. The only
notable mark is a small spot of reddish brown crud
or verdigris at the dentils right of the bottom of star
10. MDS, die state b. The repunching under the
first 1 is faint, nearly gone, and the line at the throat
is still visible. Our grade is AU58 net AU50 for
the strike weakness. The attribution is noted on the
ANACS label.

LOT 616 1851 N-26 R4+ ANACS graded AU50. Frosty
light olive and steel brown with slightly darker steel
brown toning on the highpoints. Satiny mint luster
shows in protected areas, especially on the reverse.
The only notable mark is a light nick on the nose
before the eye. LDS, die state c. The points from
the lower part of the main curl are gone. Our grade
is EF40. The attribution is noted on the ANACS
label.

Ex J. R. Frankenfield, McCawley & Grellman Auctions/
Superior 2/17/2001:1636-Terry Denman Collection

LOT 614 1851 N-15 R3 ANACS graded MS62 Brown.
Frosty medium brown and bluish steel with peeps
of very faded mint red showing on the obverse.
Essentially void of marks or other defects. Looks
choice mint state but there is a hint of rub on the
very highest points of the portrait. LDS, die state b.
The points from the throat are gone. Our grade is
AU58+, very close to mint state. The attribution
is noted on the ANACS label.

LOT 617 1851 N-29 R2 ANACS graded AU55. Frosty
medium brown with a puff of slightly darker toning
at stars 8-9. Sharply struck and quite attractive
with mint state eye appeal in spite of a bit of friction
on the highpoints. Only trivial marks including a
tick on the rim under star 2. Scarce EDS, die state a,
with fine repunching under the first 1 and a strong
die line at the throat. Our grade is AU50. The
attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
Ex Bowers & Merena 10/1990:6183-Joseph V. Dooley,
McCawley & Grellman Auctions 1/11/1997:631Roy Baker, McCawley & Grellman Auctions/Superior
2/1999:1385-Terry Denman Collection (includes the
Denman collection envelope)

From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 615 1851 N-22 R4+ ANACS graded AU53. Choice
glossy medium brown. Smooth and nearly flawless.
A light nick on the rim under the end of the wreath
stem is the only notable mark, and it is trivial. MDS,
die state b. The fields are lightly flowlined but the
earlier die lines remain visible. Our grade is EF40.
The attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
Ex Robert E. Matthews Collection-Matthews Estate,
Goldbergs 2/19/2020:859 (lot of 7)
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LOT 618 1851 N-29 R2 ANACS graded MS60 Brown.
Frosty medium brown with a few small splashes
of darker reddish brown toning on both sides, the
largest of these at the second A in AMERICA where
there are traces of shallow verdigris. A dull nick on
the rim at star 5 is the only notable contact mark.
M-LDS, die state c. The die line at the throat is
gone. Our grade is AU55 net EF45+. The
attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
Ex Robert E. Matthews Collection-Matthews Estate,
Goldbergs 2/19/2020:859 (lot of 7)

COLLECTIONS FROM SAM NACOL & ROBERT BROWNELL

LOT 619 1851 N-41 R4 ANACS graded EF40. Glossy
medium brown with lighter brown toning on the
highpoints. Smooth and quite attractive, just lightly
worn. LDS, die state c, with a minor rim cud at ME
in AMERICA. The cud is weak due to wear but it is
still visible. Our grade is VF30. The attribution is
incorrectly shown as N-21 on the ANACS label.

LOT 620 1852 N-6 R2- ANACS graded AU58. Glossy
medium brown and light chocolate with lighter
golden brown toning on the highpoints. Just a few
trivial ticks of no significance and a touch of friction
on the top of the ear. MDS, die state a, with fine
radial die flowlines in the fields but no rim cuds.
Our grade is AU55. The attribution is noted on
the ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 622 1853 N-7 R2 ANACS graded AU53. Choice
glossy medium brown. Essentially flawless, just
lightly worn on the devices. MDS, die state b. The
earlier die lines on the reverse are gone. Our grade
is EF45. The attribution is noted on the ANACS
label.

LOT 623 1853 N-21 R3 ANACS graded AU50. Glossy
light brown with a puff of very slightly darker steel
brown in the field before the throat. There are some
light contact marks scattered over both sides but
most are lost in the flowlines associated with the
later die state. A thin diagonal nick on the rim over
star 7 can help identify this cent. LDS, die state
b. The lines and points of the early state are gone.
Our grade is EF40. The attribution is noted on the
ANACS label.
Ex Robert E. Matthews Collection-Matthews Estate,
Goldbergs 2/19/2020:897 (lot of 5)

LOT 621 1853 N-1 R3 ANACS graded EF45. Glossy light
to medium brown. The only marks are a barely
visible scrape on the truncation and a subtle puff of
slightly darker toning off the chin. There is a minor
planchet clip causing weakness in the dentils at stars
8-9 and the opposing ones at ICA (as struck). The
mint clip is mentioned on the ANACS label. MDS,
die state b. The earlier die lines at UNITE are gone.
Our grade is VF35+. The attribution is noted on
the ANACS label.

LOT 624 1853 N-25 R1 Repunched 1 ANACS graded
MS63 Brown. Frosty tan and light brown. The
only mark is a tiny planchet lamination on the rim
right of star 9. MDS, die state b. The repunching
under the base of the 1 is dull but clearly visible.
Our grade is AU58+, very close to mint state.
The attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

Ex Robert E. Matthews Collection-Matthews Estate,
Goldbergs 2/19/2020:896 (lot of 6)

Photos of all lots can be found at www.earlycentsauctions.com
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LOT 625 1854 N-1 R3 ANACS graded EF45. Glossy
light to medium brown. Lightly worn with minor
contact marks including a tiny pinprick left of the
top of star 2 and two more very tiny ones under the
ear. LDS, die state c, with flowlined fields and a
strong flowline connecting the left end of the 1 to a
dentil below. Our grade is VF35. The attribution
is noted on the ANACS label.

LOT 626 1854 N-9 R2 “Dartboard Obverse” ANACS
graded AU55. Frosty light to medium brown with
a hint of light bluish steel overtone. The fields are
satiny and this cent has excellent eye appeal. The
only marks are a thin nick just left of the ear lobe and
a small tick on the rim over star 6. MDS, die state c
early, with a flowline from the left end of the base of
the 1 into the space between two dentils below. The
strike at the ear is quite strong, especially for this
variety, and the “Dartboard” feature is obvious (1
punched into the right side of the ear and top of an
8 in the space right of the Y). Our grade is EF45.
The attribution is noted on the ANACS label.

LOT 628 1854 N-18 R2+ ANACS graded AU50. Frosty
light brown and olive blending to reddish brown in
protected areas on the reverse. Hints of very faded
mint color can be found in protected areas on the
left side of the obverse. The surfaces are smooth and
the only notable mark is a small chip on the rim left
of star 3. MDS, die state b, with die clashmarks on
both sides. Our grade is EF45. The attribution is
noted on the ANACS label.

LOT 629 1854 N-27 R3 ANACS graded AU50. Glossy light
to medium brown with an area of darker reddish
chocolate toning at the E in ONE. Smooth, just
lightly worn. There are a few microscopic ticks close
before the mouth, otherwise void of notable contact
marks. M-LDS, die state c. The reverse is rotated
80 degrees clockwise relative to a normal head-tofoot die orientation. Our grade is VF35+. The
attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
Ex Robert E. Mathews Collection-Matthews Estate,
Goldbergs 2/19/2020:929 (lot of 4)

Ex Robert E. Matthews Collection-Matthews Estate,
Goldbergs 2/19/2020:926 (lot of 5)

LOT 627 1854 N-14 R2- Repunched 4 ANACS graded
MS64 Red & Brown. Lustrous olive brown and
steel with 20% of the obverse and 50% of the reverse
showing bright mint red. The only mark is a swipe
of darker olive brown toning at star 11. E-MDS, die
state a late. The die lines over NI in UNITED are
dull but still visible and the repunching inside the
triangle of the 4 is clear. Our grade is MS62+,
close to MS63. The attribution is noted on the
ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection
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LOT 630 1854 N-28 R5- ANACS graded VF30. Glossy
light olive and medium brown. No roughness, only
trivial contact marks, none notable. LDS, die state
b. The fine vertical die lines at the O in ONE are
gone. Our grade is VF25. The attribution is noted
on the ANACS label.
Ex Wesley A. Rasmussen, McCawley & Grellman
Auctions/Superior 2/17/2001:467-Chris McCawley
8/1999-Terry Denman Collection (includes the Denman
collection envelope)

COLLECTIONS FROM SAM NACOL & ROBERT BROWNELL

LOT 631 1855 N-4 R1 Upright 55 ANACS graded MS65
Red & Brown. Lustrous mint red fading to olive and
steel brown with half of the mint color remaining,
mostly on the reverse (perhaps a 30/70 split). Just
a few microscopic marks including a speck right
of star 5 and another on the left foot of the N in
UNITED. EDS, die state a, the usual hoard die
state for this variety. Our grade is MS63+. The
attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 632 1855 N-4 R1 Upright 55 ANACS graded AU50.
Glossy light to medium chocolate brown. Mint
frost shows in protected areas, particularly on the
reverse. No roughness, only small contact marks
including some ticks on the cheek and on the 1
in the date. LDS, die state f, with a series of four
clearly defined rim cud breaks over STATES. Our
grade is VF35+, close to EF40. The attribution is
noted on the ANACS label.
Ex Robert E. Mathews Collection-Matthews Estate,
Goldbergs 2/19/2020:943 (lot of 2)

LOT 633 1855 N-5 R5 ANACS graded AU53. Frosty tan
and light brown with darker steel brown toning on
the highpoints. Just a few minor defects including a
small area of microscopic reddish verdigris between
stars 7 & 8 and a faint hairline scratch right of the
inner curl. The dentils right of star 13 are weak
thanks to an incipient planchet clip. MDS, die state
a late. The die lines in the field behind the portrait
are faint but still visible. Our grade is EF45. The
attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
Ex Robert E. Mathews Collection-Matthews Estate,
Goldbergs 2/19/2020:944 (lot of 3)

LOT 634 1855 N-7 R1 Upright 55 ANACS graded AU58.
Frosty tan and light brown with slightly darker steel
brown on the highpoints. There is a puff of reddish
brown toning at the base of the T in CENT and a
shallow planchet flake in the dentils left of star 1 (as
struck). E-MDS, die state b, with a light die crack at
UNI. Our grade is AU50. The attribution is noted
on the ANACS label.
Ex Robert E. Mathews Collection-Matthews Estate,
Goldbergs 2/19/2020:944 (lot of 3)

LOT 635 1855 N-9 R1 Italic 55 with Knob-on-Ear
ANACS graded MS62 Brown. Glossy medium
brown. Smooth and attractive but there is a bit of
friction on the highpoints and a few light contact
marks, the notable ones being a shallow dent on the
“Knob” and a few ticks on the cheek. M-LDS, die
state f early. The knob under the T is strong but the
one under the Y is just starting to rise. Our grade
is AU50. The attribution is noted on the ANACS
label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 636 1855 N-10 R1 Italic 55 ANACS graded MS62
Brown. Frosty light brown. The surfaces are
lustrous but there is an obvious carbon spot in the
dentils at the bottom of the second 5. Otherwise
quite nice. EDS but not quite the earliest, die state
c, with star 6 completely clogged and star 1 partially
clogged (the so-called 11.5-star die state). The
fields on the obverse are smooth and very slightly
reflective. Our grade is MS60. The attribution is
noted on the ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

Photos of all lots can be found at www.earlycentsauctions.com
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LOT 637 1855 N-10 R1 Italic 55 ANACS graded MS63
Brown. Lustrous light golden olive and tan. Satiny
and nearly flawless. The only marks are a minor
spot of slightly darker toning on the front edge of
the neck and another one just left of star 5. LDS,
die state e, with flowlined fields and the area inside
the top of the E in ONE slightly raised. Our grade
is MS62. Not in the overall condition census for the
variety but one of the finest known in the late die
state. The attribution is noted on the ANACS label.

LOT 640 1856 N-12 R1 Upright 5 ANACS graded MS61
Brown. Frosty light olive blending to darker olive
brown in protected areas. Tiny peeps of very faded
mint color can be found in protected areas on the
obverse. Just a few small contact marks including
a nick on the nostril and another on the eye brow.
Sharply struck MDS, die state a late. The earlier die
lines at IT in UNITED are dull and weak but still
visible. Our grade is AU50+. The attribution is
noted on the ANACS label.

From the Sam Nacol Collection

LOT 638 1855 N-13 R3 ANACS graded EF45. Glossy light
brown with slightly darker brown on the highpoints.
There are some tiny contact marks, none notable. A
small area of darker reddish brown toning under star
13 can help identify this cent. MDS, die state b.
Most of the early die lines on the reverse are gone
but the one from the right top of the E in ONE is
still clear. Our grade is VF35. The attribution is
noted on the ANACS label.

LOT 641 1856 N-14 R1 Italic 5 ANACS graded MS62
Brown. Frosty olive brown and chocolate with
splashes of lighter golden brown on the lower half
of the obverse. The only mark is a tick on the rim
left of the top of star 3. MDS, die state b, with
lightly flowlined fields. Our grade is MS60. The
attribution is noted on the ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

Ex Robert E. Matthews Collection-Matthews Estate,
Goldbergs 2/19/2020:944 (lot of 3)

LOT 639 1856 N-6 R1 Upright 5 ANACS graded MS62
Brown. Frosty medium brown. Choice with great
eye appeal, but there is a hint of rub on the very
highest points of the devices. MDS, die state b. The
earlier die lines on the reverse are gone. Our grade
is AU58. The attribution is noted on the ANACS
label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection
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LOT 642 1857 N-1 R1 Large Date ANACS graded MS63
Brown. Frosty medium brown with a few peeps of
very faded mint red showing on the reverse. The
only marks are two minor nicks in the field left of
star 11. MDS, die state b early. The die lines from
the dentils over NI in UNITED are gone. Our
grade is MS60. The attribution is noted on the
ANACS label.
From the Sam Nacol Collection

COLLECTIONS FROM SAM NACOL & ROBERT BROWNELL

LOT 643 Pair of 1837 Cents. Includes N-1 R3 Plain Hair Cord MDS VF25, and N-10 R1 Beaded Hair Cord MDS VF30. Both are
glossy brown and chocolate with smooth surfaces. Lot of 2 coins.
From the Bob Brownell Collection

LOT 644 Quartet of 1837 Cents with Plain Hair Cord. Includes N-2 R2 M-LDS F15, N-3 R1 EDS F15, N-4 R2 MDS F12, and
N-8 R1 M-LDS (old N-7) F15. All are glossy brown and chocolate with smooth surfaces. Lot of 4 coins.
From the Bob Brownell Collection

LOT 645 1837 N-5 R2 Plain Hair Cord with Small Letters
AU55. Frosty light olive and brown with darker
brown under CA in AMERICA. Sea green overtones
show on both sides. The only “defect” is some waxy
dirt on the reverse. M-LDS. A nice cent, and the
obverse looks very close to mint state. Removed
from a PCGS Holder graded MS63BN (PCGS label
not present).

LOT 646 1837 N-6 R2 Plain Hair Cord EF45. Glossy tan
and light brown with light chocolate brown toning
on the devices. Smooth and attractive with traces of
mint frost in protected areas. A dull nick over star 5
is the only notable mark. MDS.
From the Bob Brownell Collection

Ex John J. Nicholas, Superior 2/2/1992:594-Bob Brownell
Collection

Photos of all lots can be found at www.earlycentsauctions.com
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LOT 648 1837 N-11 R1 Beaded Hair Cord AU50+. Frosty
tan and light brown. Smooth and free of defects,
just lightly worn on the highpoints. Nicely struck
EDS. An attractive cent that comes with a nice
provenance.
Ex Lester Merkin 9/1970:113-R. S. Brown, Jr.,
Superior 9/30/1986:840-Dennis Mendelson, Superior
2/3/1991:903-Tom Reynolds-Bob Brownell Collection

LOT 647 Quartet of 1837 Cents. Includes N-9 R1 Beaded
Hair Cord MDS F15, N-12 R3 Beaded Hair Cord
MDS F12, N-14 R2 Plain Hair Cord MDS F15,
and N-15 R4 Plain Hair Cord MDS VG10. All are
brown and chocolate with smooth surfaces. Lot of 4
coins.
From the Bob Brownell Collection

LOT 649 1837 N-13 R2 Plain Hair Cord VF35. Five points
sharper but there are two faint hairline scratches on
the cheek. Otherwise very nice. Frosty chocolate
brown with flowline luster in the fields. LDS.

LOT 651 1837 N-17 R4 Plain Hair Cord VF25. Sharpness
EF40 and choice except for “March 24” delicately
scratched into the field before the portrait and
“1840” similarly applied to the field above the head.
Obviously that date was important to someone at
the time. Otherwise this piece essentially is flawless
in every respect. Glossy medium brown and light
chocolate. LDS with a series of rim cud breaks
around the obverse and bold die cracks on the lower
part of the reverse.
Ex 2003 EAC Sale, McCawley & Grellman Auctions
4/26/2003:700-McCawley & Grellman Auctions/
Goldbergs 2/3/2013:489-Chris McCawley-Bob Brownell
Collection (includes both lot tickets)

Ex Chris McCawley-Bob Brownell Collection

LOT 650 1837 N-16 R3 Plain Hair Cord VF35. Glossy
medium brown and chocolate with slightly darker
chocolate toning from the chin to above star 2. No
notable marks. MDS.
Ex Rod Burress-Bob Brownell Collection
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LOT 652 1838 N-1 R1 EF40+. Five points sharper but
there some contact marks on the cheek and jaw.
Otherwise void of marks with attractive frosty light
brown and chocolate toning. MDS with a rim cud
break at star 1 with smaller ones under the date.
Ex Tom Reynolds-Bob Brownell Collection

COLLECTIONS FROM SAM NACOL & ROBERT BROWNELL

LOT 653 1838 N-2 R1 AU50+. Frosty medium brown and
light chocolate. Satiny mint luster shows in the
fields and protected areas. A nice cent with just a
bit of friction on the highpoints. Close to AU55.
E-MDS.

LOT 655 1838 N-5 R1 AU58. Lustrous light chocolate
brown. Looks mint state but there is some rub on
the highest points of the devices. No defects. EDS.
Ex Chris McCawley 2000-Bob Brownell Collection

Ex Chris McCawley 4/1992-Bob Brownell Collection

LOT 656 1838 N-6 R1 AU50. Frosty medium brown with
lighter brown and tan in protected areas. No notable
marks, just light friction on the highpoints. EDS
with smooth fields and strong “phantom” dentils on
the rim at stars 11-13. A nice example of a neat die
state.
Ex Chris McCawley 1998-Bob Brownell Collection

LOT 657 1838 N-7 R1 EF40. Ten points sharper but there
is a dull scratch close above CENT. Otherwise
very nice with excellent eye appeal. Frosty light
chocolate brown with tan in protected areas on the
reverse. MDS with flowlined fields but the point
from the leaf below the F in OF is clear.
From the Bob Brownell Collection

LOT 654 Quartet of 1838 Cents. Includes N-4 R2 EDS
VF25, N-9 R3 MDS F12, N-12 R2 LDS VF20, and
N-14 R4 EDS VG10. All are glossy brown and
chocolate with smooth surfaces. Lot of 4 coins.
From the Bob Brownell Collection

LOT 658 1838 N-7 R1 EF40+. Frosty medium brown and
light chocolate. No defects, just light wear on the
devices. M-LDS. The die line from the leaf below
the F in OF is dull but still visible.
Ex Jim Long (via Rod Burress)-Bob Brownell Collection

Photos of all lots can be found at www.earlycentsauctions.com
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LOT 659 1838 N-8 R1 EF40. Glossy medium brown with
splashes of dark olive brown on both sides. No
notable contact marks. Would qualify for a slightly
higher grade if the toning was more uniform.
M-LDS.

LOT 661 1838 N-11 R2 AU58. Frosty steel brown and light
chocolate. The fields are lustrous and this cent has
mint state eye appeal in spite of a hint of rub on the
highest points of the devices. MDS.
Ex Chris McCawley-Bob Brownell Collection

Ex Jim Corrado-Rod Burress-Bob Brownell Collection

LOT 660 1838 N-10 R1 AU50. A mint state cent that still shows some of the original mint color but there are too many microscopic
contact marks for the higher grade. A tiny diagonal scratch left of the curl on the brow and some small spots of darker toning
around the C in CENT many help identify this cent. Lustrous light olive and steel brown with generous traces of mint red
showing, especially on the reverse. M-LDS with a strong die crack at AM. Comes with a nice provenance.
Ex Charles J. DuPont, Stack’s (the Anderson-DuPont Sale) 9/24/1954:790-Willard C. Blaisdell-Del Bland 9/1976-R. E. Naftzger, Jr., 1977
EAC Sale, lot 296-R. S. Brown, Jr., Superior 9/30/1986:871-Manuel Ahumada-unknown-Bob Brownell Collection (includes the DuPont lot
envelope with Naftzger notations and the Brown lot ticket)

LOT 662 Pair of 1838 Cents, Both Rare Varieties. Includes N-15 R5- VG10, and N-16 R5- G4. Both are glossy brown and chocolate,
just worn. Lot of 2 coins.
From the Bob Brownell Collection. The N-15 is also ex Dr. Thomas S. Chalkley, Superior 1/1990:839 and the N-16 is ex Chris McCawley
in 2/1990
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ATTRACTIVE 1839/6 OVERDATE

LOT 663 1839/6 N-1 R3 Overdate 9 over 6 VG10. Attractive glossy medium brown and light chocolate blending to darker chocolate
brown in protected areas. Smooth and very nice for the grade with only trivial contact marks. MDS with a very dull crack from
the dentils above star 2 to the nose. The overdate feature is strong. An attractive example of this popular “Redbook” variety.
Ex John Schoentag, McCawley & Grellman Auctions 1/1996:459-Bob Brownell Collection

LOT 664 Pair of 1839 Cents. Includes N-2 R2 Type of 1838 MDS VF30, and N-7 R2 Booby Head MDS EF45 net VF35 for small rim
nicks. Both are glossy brown and chocolate with smooth surfaces. Lot of 2 coins.
From the Bob Brownell Collection. The N-2 is ex Rod Burress, and the N-7 is ex Chris McCawley 12/2000.

LOT 665 Trio of 1839 Cents grading F15. Includes N-3 R1 Type of 1838 LDS, N-4 R1 Silly Head MDS, and N-13 R2 Booby Head
MDS. Al are glossy brown and chocolate with smooth surfaces. Lot of 3 coins.
From the Bob Brownell Collection

Photos of all lots can be found at www.earlycentsauctions.com
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LOT 666 Group of Six 1839 Cents grading VG10 to F12. Includes N-5 R2 Booby Head MDS, N-6 R2 Booby Head LDS, N-8 R1
Type of 1840 MDS, N-9 R2 Silly Head MDS, N-11 R1 Booby Head MDS, and N-14 R3 Booby Head LDS. All are glossy
brown and chocolate with smooth surfaces. Lot of 6 coins.
All from the Bob Brownell Collection

SHARP 1839 N-12

LOT 667 1839 N-12 R4 Booby Head VF35. Ten points sharper but there are a few traces of extremely fine roughness under the
glossy dark chocolate brown and steel toning. The only marks are a light nick or planchet flake between the bust and star
1, a pinprick over the 8, and some very fine verdigris over ERICA. None of these defects catches your eye and this cent has
decent eye appeal. MDS with a clear die crack through star 4 to the nose. A nice example of this tough die variety, at the
lower end of the condition census.
Ex Chris McCawley 12/2000-Bob Brownell Collection
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THE FRANKENFIELD 1839 N-15 RARITY

LOT 668 1839 N-15 R5+ Booby Head VG8. Glossy light chocolate and steel. Smooth with only trivial marks, just worn. A small
rim nick over star 4 may help identify this cent. MDS, the only known die state for this rare variety.
Ex J. R. Frankenfield, McCawley & Grellman Auctions/Superior 2/17/2001:1208-Chris McCawley-Bob Brownell Collection (includes the
Superior lot ticket)
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purchases made by all bidders and will be based on the total amount of the final bid.
THIS BUYER’S COMMISSION WILL BE ADDED TO ALL INVOICES.
Please check your bid sheet carefully. We will not be responsible for errors in bidding.
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